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Report on Communication Activities

1. Introduction
ASSIST aim was to create a reference network of Home Energy Advisors (HEA) to tackle energy
poverty in Europe, bringing together social and energy stakeholders in the fight against this
complex issue, while supporting vulnerable consumers in their domestic energy consumption and
empowering them to become actively engaged in the energy market. In this context, dissemination
and communication issues are highly relevant subjects to be taken into account.
Communication and Dissemination activities were taken into account under WP8. As the following
image shows, WP8 has 9 Deliverables. In this document, in order to give an overview, we will first
explain the relevant tasks under the whole WP8 and then move towards detailing document 8.8.
WP8 Communication and Dissemination: The ASSIST communication and dissemination WP
included 5 main tasks developed during the whole project. These were:

D 8.1
D 8.9

D.
8.8

D 8.2

WP8:
Communication
and
Dissemination

D 8.7

D 8.4

D 8.6

T8.1
Communication
and
dissemination
strategy

T8.2 Website
and social media

D 8.3

D 8.5

T8.3
Communication
material

T8.4 Articles,
press release
and press
review

T8.5 European
conferences

Document 8.8 Final Report on Communication Activities is the concluding part of the WP8
and it’s a report on all the communication activities carried out since the beginning of the Project,
on May 1st 2017, until its end as a confidential document.
This report is divided in three parts. After (1) this short introduction where we contextualize
document D8.8 in the whole WP8, we move into (2) explaining the communication and visual
concept plan (WP8) which provides a brief description of the whole Communication Plan and its
objectives. The aim is to offer a general description of the main communication plan as well as the
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strategy set up to implement it, including the specific tools and channels used; monitoring and
evaluation actions and planned EU requirements.
Then we move into (3) offering specific details of the Communication and Dissemination
Activities or tasks (T8.1 – T8.5), with details on the overall results of the dissemination activities
and dissemination reports at national level for Belgium, Finland, Italy, Poland, Spain and the United
Kingdom. Each of these sections contains:








T8.1 Communication and dissemination strategy
T8.2 Website and social media
T8.3 Communication material
T8.4 Articles, press release and press review
T8.5 European conferences. Project presentation in events
Consumer’s events
Lessons learned

2. Communication and Visual Concept Plan
Internal Communication: The Project Coordinator (PC), AISFOR, was responsible for the
overall internal communication. All Project Partners facilitated and actively contributed to a fluid
communication (see D1.1 Project Management Plan for more information on Internal
Communication).


AISFOR was responsible for internal communication regarding overall management,
cooperation and communication.



Ecoserveis, as the WP/Task leader was responsible for internally disseminating the issues
within its WP/Task, as well as coordinating the actions defined in the communication and
dissemination plan.

A working contact list was created and properly updated to facilitate communication among
Partners.
Branding and visual concept: Up to three different
designs for the logo were proposed to and analysed
by the members of the consortium before choosing
the final one. The Visual Concept Summary (D8.1)
presents the brand identity and guidelines and was
available for all partners at the shared Dropbox WP8
folder.
WP8 communication strategy addressed the following issues:

Objectives

Target groups

Strategy;
activities,
tools and
channels

Monitoring
and
evaluation
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The following subsections provide specific information about each one of the mentioned issues.

2.1. Objectives
To address these issues, the Communication and Visual concept plan had two General Objectives
and 6 specific objectives hereunder specified:
General Objectives
•

To ensure a good communication of the project to potential stakeholders and main target
groups identified.

•

To inform and communicate the results of ASSIST to public and private organisms and
entities which could be interested in the project results.

Specific objectives of external communication and dissemination activities:
1. To inform the target audiences about the project, clearly announcing its objectives,
challenges addressed, main activities and expected results.
2. To disseminate the progress and results achieved during the project.
3. To provide stakeholders with documentary and reference material.
4. To increase the knowledge of key actors on energy poverty and vulnerability.
5. To raise awareness of public authorities and decision makers about energy poverty
incidence and demonstrate the effectiveness of energy support services to tackle the issue
across Europe so that this kind of strategies can be included into policy making.
6. To engage key target groups in achieving the project objectives.
The key messages linked to these objectives were:
ASSIST project is an innovative two-way approach to energy poverty. It involves:
1. The active engagement of social and energy actors to promote the effective
incorporation of consumers into the energy market, and
2. The design of policies at all levels to tackle the issue from a comprehensive perspective.

2.2. Target groups
The target groups under the ASSIST project were (more information can be found under
document D 8.3):
A. Energy industrial sector: Industrial groups, energy associations, environment
associations, energy agencies, DSOs, energy auditor associations.
B. Media: Blogs, Journals, Newspapers, Radio, TV, Websites, webzines, etc.
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C. Other stakeholders: Consumer associations, NGO, social housing providers, community
groups and other organisations, research institutions, environmental bodies, educational
training actors, professional associations.
D. Public authorities & EU policymakers: Energy authorities, Energy agencies,
Municipalities, Regional governments, National administrations.
E. Vulnerable consumers: General public, Citizens, Energy poor, vulnerable consumers.

2.3. Strategy, activities, tools and channels
A 3-phase dissemination strategy DESIGN-ACT-REVIEW plan was defined to organize and carry
out the dissemination activities. The details about its development will be found in Section 3.

First phase - DESIGN:

Third phase REVIEW

Second phase - ACT

Dissemination and exploitation of results: Dissemination concentrated on showcasing the work
done, results, lessons learned, outcomes and findings to a wide range of stakeholders , to enable a
wider community to benefit from the project work. The dissemination activities inserted in the plan
were selected taking into account the following criteria:
Targetable: providing
efficient guidance

Efficient: giving rise to
significant response for action.

Economical: cost efficient in terms of
operational time and technical ability.

Measurable: being evaluated
accurately and effort effectively.

Suitable: addressed to a
specific target audience.

The approach involved 3 dissemination levels:




Dissemination towards European stakeholders
Dissemination towards the social and energy sector (National level)
Dissemination towards policy makers (National and European level)

Activities
The strategy for the external communication included the following activities:






Creation of a visual identity to be applied to all communication materials.
Publishing and updating of a dedicated website.
Preparation of a journalistic description, press releases and updating of the press review.
Preparation of a slide presentation, a factsheet and a poster.
Contacting relevant media e.g. at local or regional level.
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Involving other stakeholders in view of transferring results to end users/ new area s/
policies.
Conducting regular activities such as information events.
Assessing the impact on target groups.

Tools and channels











Collaboration with other relevant projects and stakeholders
ICT Platforms
Workshops
Branding and visual concept
Web
Social media
Website
Events
Media presence
Promotional and reference material

2.4. Monitoring and Evaluation
The plan incorporated specific means of continuously measuring the impact of the various
dissemination channels and responsively focussing dissemination effort . The following metrics
were tracked yearly by the work package leader to continuously check the efficiency of the project
communication and dissemination strategy:














Total website visits
Website visits by language
Number of persons assisted by HEA
Number of participants in activities addressed to general public
Number of persons contacted by telephone or in person
Number of readers of news and posts published in media and corporative websites
Number of participants in national Facebook groups
Social networks followers
YouTube views
Number of speeches given
Number of articles submitted
Translated information available in 6 languages
Developed a HEA communication strategy per country

All partners were involved by quarterly reporting their national activity. A first proposal of
possible indicators was suggested under D8.3. The Implementation section will explain how
partners have reported their project indicators.
The Google spreadsheet was the main tool to monitor the project communication and
dissemination actions. It has been updated periodically by all partners responsible for the
communication in each country.
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It allowed partners to register all online communication and dissemination activities indicating
target groups, channels, type of action and other indicators according to the Communication Plan.
It also showed the work of all partners in real time, gave a graphical presentation of the progress
made in WP8 and facilitated the gathering of data to generate the Communication Reports.
As a result of the monitoring exercise and the preparation of the initial report, the need for a
specific tab for European events and impacts was identified. It was also possible to identify one of
the limitations of the website edition platform, which made difficult to gather information about the
specific visits for each national section. Therefore, the monitor Spreadsheet was modified in two
occasions and updated with the table showed in this report.

The KPIs presented in D8.6 were adapted in order to better match both technical resources and
the communication and dissemination actions. Some KPIs defined for the activity of the website,
for instance, were modified due to technical limitations of the statistic tool chosen to monitor the
website activity. This imbalance between what was foreseen and the development of the action
was corrected by a readjustment of the communication KPI.

2.5. EU Communication Requirements, Visibility of
EU Funding
EU Communication Requirements, Visibility of EU Funding: While more information can be
found under the D8.3 Communication and visual concept plan; we hereunder describe the main
actions taken to fulfil the obligations regarding EU communication requirements and visibility of EU
funding:


Display of the EU emblem: EU emblem was displayed following instructions indicated in
the Participant Portal H2020 Online Manual, regarding acknowledgement of EU funding. All
dissemination and communication material of the Project included the following text in each
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correspondent language: “This Project has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 754051. ”
A disclaimer was included, readable in each correspondent language, in the materials
containing the results of the Project: “Any dissemination of results must indicate that it
reflects only the author's view and that the Agency is not responsible for any use that may
be made of the information it contains”. The following text was included: “The content here
included reflects only the authors’ views and the EASME is not responsible for any use that
may be made of the information it contains.”
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3. Implementation of the communication and
dissemination strategy
3.1 General EU Communication and Dissemination
The ASSIST project achieved a good promotion at EU level due to a momentum for energy
poverty in Europe. This section summarizes the actions at European level and how the project
was communicated to European stakeholders in its different stages.
The Communication and Dissemination efforts were undertaken from a results-achievement
approach. Most of the WP8 deliverables (6 from a total of 9) were set to be submitted from M3
to M18 and almost all milestones (9 from 11) corresponded to the first 18 months of the project.
European communication impact of the project was not designed as essentially media -focused.
On this scale, emphasis was given to in person meetings during European events, as well as to
collaboration of key stakeholders as multipliers or engaged collaborators th rough different
channels. For instance, as planned in D8.3 and reported in D8.6 there were frequent
contributions and generation of content about the ASSIST project’s activities and results at
European platforms such as the European Energy Poverty Observat ory (EPOV), in which
portal and reports 1 ASSIST was categorized as a relevant organisation. The Project was
presented in events such as the Assembly of the European Energy Network (Brussels, 11th
July 2018), at the Citizens Energy Forum (Dublin, 20th Septe mber 2018) and during the
internal EASME contractor’s day meeting on Energy poverty with other H2020 energy poverty
related projects (8 th June 2018), ESRC Just Energy Workshop in London, UK (15 th March
2019)2, Territorial impact assessment (TIA) on Energy Poverty organised by the Committee of
Regions in Brussels, Belgium (2 nd May 2019) 3, STEP-IN GA Meeting and Network of Interest
Workshop in Athens, Greece (29 th May 2019) as well as in the EUSEW 2019, the Right to
Energy Forum (18 th June 2019) and the COST engager training school in June 2019 4 and the
INTERREG project On energy poverty in the Danube region (12 th December 2019) 5. ASSIST
also was presented at other EU events such as the ENABLE final conference in Brussels
(September 2019)6, COP25 in Madrid (March 2020), RESCOOP annual meeting and at
BEHAVE 2018.
Other impacts at European level are the inclusion of ASSIST as a good practice at the
European Commission Recommendation on Building renovation (Commission
Recommendation (EU) 2019/786, dated 8 May 2019, on the renovation of buildings 7), the
Study “Gender perspective on access to energy in the EU” 8 by the Directorate General for
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/b9a25ba4-9ef6-11ea-9d2d01aa75ed71a1/language-en
2
https://esrcjustenergy.wordpress.com/about/
3
https://cor.europa.eu/en/events/Documents/COTER/20190502TIACoREnergyPoverty.pdf
4
https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-100presentations_now_available_assist_experience_explained_at_cost_engager_training_school
5
https://danube-region.eu/danube-events/energy-poverty-seminar-pa2/
6
https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-133-assist_present_at_enable_project_final_conference_in_brussels
7
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019H0786&from=EN
8
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2017/596816/IPOL_STU(2017)596816_EN.pdf
1
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Internal Policies of the European Parlament (December 2017), or the already mentioned
EPOV, where ASSIST has been labelled as a relevant organization both in the portal and the
EPOV 2019 annual report.
Major impacts were achieved during the previous part of the project and its final phase. The
result-achievement approach implied a major effort during these two periods and the efforts
during the intermediate stage were focused on consolidating the communication strategy,
planning and providing the partners with the resources to better disseminate their activities and
results. Therefore a lower impact of dissemination actions can be seen during this stage at
European level.
While the impact was not as high as during the previous and last phases of ASSIST, the pace
of work did not slow down during the middle part of the project and the dedication, in terms of
time, was high. Two important issues that needed to be addressed to, might help understand
this particularity:


The providers of the website design and maintenance, as well as of the visual concept
of the project, were both located in Italy, while the WP8 leader is physically in Spain.
The selection process attended quality and budget reasons, and it was also considered
the previous experience of the project coordinator (PC) with the providers. The situation
involved a close and shared dedication (during at least the first 6 months) between
WP8 leader and the project coordinator, which resulted in a higher number of hours
imputable to communication and dissemination.



Ecoserveis, as the leading partner of the WP8, estimated the effort on communication
management based on its team’s experience, and taking into account the linguistic and
technical complexity of a project developed by a consortium with partners with 6
different languages. While major tasks were carried out on time, the communication
management took more time than expected and, in some cases, it meant an extra effort
in order to work on schedule, as some of the partner’s staff required a closer (and
unforeseen) technical accompaniment for the execution of the communication tasks.

A. T8.1 Communication and dissemination strategy
A.1.

External communication

The communication tasks established in the WP8 were carried out from the basis of four
interconnected layers hereunder exemplified through an illustration . The strategy was an umbrella
of the project activities which are added in brackets:
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Website
(T-8.2)
Dissemination material

(T-8.3)
Social Media: Twitter, YouTube,
Facebook
(T-8.2)
Other communication activities
( T-8.4 and T-8.5)

The website (represented by the dark green sphere) was the gathering point for the project’s main
communication activity, supported by other dissemination material, social media, other
communication activities:
1. The website contained information relevant and particularly targeted to EU public and
stakeholders.
2. The communication and dissemination material (represented by light green), can be
downloaded from the website and as such the website was the communication tool to
disseminate the project content.
3. Social Media (represented by a yellow sphere) was used to target specific stakeholders
and audiences to bring them to the website where they can find project information and can
learn more about both the project and its resources.
4. Other communication activities (represented by a dark yellow sphere) include additional
initiatives to promote and ensure participation of different audiences in the ASSIST project’s
actions (meetings, workshops, presentation of the project in conferences, etc.).

Highlights and main impacts
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News at EPOV portal



News at EASME web, newsletter and 5 mentions from @H2020EE account in Twitter
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Article at Build Up website
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CORDIS website news and events
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EUSEW 2019 website
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Final month communication campaign

An online campaign was issued during the last month of the project in order to foster the
dissemination of the final results and reach a larger audience taking advantage of the global
situation generated by the COVID-19 crisis, in which a greater number of people is now even
more used to the digital media. The audience targeted was mainly policy decision makers and
stakeholders interested in energy poverty / EUSEW / and European policies on energy.
The objectives of the campaign were to promote and amplify the ASSIST project and findings
by:
● Creating and disseminating engaging content on ASSIST website + social media c hannels
● Targeting, reaching and influencing target audiences – primarily European decision makers
and the media
● Identifying and engaging with relevant stakeholders
● Promoting the dissemination of key results (see point below)
The key results to disseminate were:
● ASSIST ARTICLE written by the project coordinator to illustrate ASSIST's main results
● ASSIST PRESS RELEASE on the Policy Framework paper with small infographics
● The project's key results via articles from ASSIST website
A press release was sent to 52 European press contacts. 21 emails were opened and 4
downloaded the press release . We will monitor if any information is shared in the news.
The total reach in Twitter and Facebook was of 123.791 people. The organic reach of the
content was of 3631 in Twitter and 645 in Facebook.
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New tweets posted by ASSIST

# of
tweet
1

Reach

Engagement

Clicks Promoted

2281

67

26

no

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1274953821425369089

15690

214

15

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1274967720916856832

10960

149

6

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1274970233481158656

10826

149

6

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1274976726125248518

10458

174

7

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1274989877071839232

14445

231

6

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1275040789287100424

11219

183

16

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1275338973225857025

4701

90

3

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1275341519562723328

6346

94

7

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1275355078350852096

4673

77

1

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1275413110967468032

5342

80

5

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1275423344163241984

4900

78

3

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1275693333982175232

4701

76

1

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1275697499462918146

5396

112

3

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1275704347083657222

5232

59

0

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1275712158098210816

3283

68

0

yes

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1276074014985916416

1350

15

2

no

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1276078583107268608

1988

42

0

yes

1958

107

engagement

clicks

Thursday 17/06
https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/1273193358417113088

Monday 22/06

6

Tuesday 23/06

5

Wednesday 24/06

4

Thursday 25/06

Total Twitter

2

18
123791
tweets reach
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# of
post
2

Facebook publications
Monday 22/06

Reach

Engagement

Ad Campaign

6536

135

yes: 40€ in 5 days 67 click on the link

422

23

no

159

17

no

4869

165

yes: 40€ in 5 days

29

5

no

35

6

no

6

12050

351

posts

reach

engagement

https://www.facebook.com/assist2gether/posts/14580724877
12416
https://www.facebook.com/assist2gether/posts/14581185177
07813

Tuesday 23/06

1

https://www.facebook.com/assist2gether/posts/14581190910
41089

Wednesday 24/06

2

https://www.facebook.com/assist2gether/posts/14597252975
47135
https://www.facebook.com/assist2gether/posts/14581247610
40522

Thursday 25/06

1

https://www.facebook.com/assist2gether/posts/14606062907
92369

Total Facebook



ASSIST final video

A video to explain the experience of ASSIST in all participant countries had been foreseen to
be registered during the final conference originally programmed in April. The coincidence of all
partners was the ideal situation to gather them in one place to r eview the contribution of the
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Project in their countries, the challenges faced and the lessons learned and share it to the
public.
As we were forced to change the format of the conference, we wanted to maintain as well this
proposal and it was decided by all partners that we would prepare a video material with the
technical available resources of each country leader. As a result, there is:
One general video to explain the global ASSIST experience
One video for each country to explain the national ASSIST experience
The videos are available in the YouTube ASSIST channel and will continue being disseminated
through all ASSIST channels, but also each partner will be able to share it through corporative
channels.
The videos are meant to tell the project's story in a way we can offer empathy but also explain
the highlights both of the action and of the results. The discourse was built around the following
questions:






What is ASSIST aim and how has it been achieved?
What is ASSIST main contribution to the problem it was addressed to?
How was the project developed in the country?
What were the main challenges faced?
What are the lessons learned?

A.2.

Collaboration with other relevant projects, initiatives and stakeholders:

The cooperation was achieved by participating in workshops and other initiatives, exchanging best
practices and project results, participating in other projects’ events and/or inviting other projects’
participants to the events of ASSIST, exploiting the potential synergies and informing through
newsletters and other promotional materials to the other projects participants.


A dedicated section was created at the website to reference some of the EU projects
and initiatives with which ASSIST stablished synergies.



EPOV. Some ASSIST members part of the Advisory Board. ASSIST has been labelled
as relevant project on EPOV portal and annual reports 9



COST-ENGAGER. Some ASSIST members participate at the COST ENGAGER
network and ASSIST was presented at the COST training school in June 2019



Cross referencing to other projects such as FIESTA (Families Intelligent Energy Saving
Targeted Action, http://www.fiesta-audit.eu) project. As also indicated in their
communication report.



STEP-IN Project (H2020). Inclusion of ASSIST in the related project’s section at their
website. Mutual participation of project coordinator’s in events organised by both
projects and some ASSIST members part of STEP-IN Network of interest

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/b9a25ba4-9ef6-11ea-9d2d01aa75ed71a1/language-en
9
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Reference to ASSIST results at the website of PUBLEnEf project (energy efficiency policy
support, www.publenef-toolbox.eu) Report: best practice guide on financial measures,
available here.
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HERO
AT
HOME
social
media
campaign
projects MOBISTYLE, Utilitee, TripleA-reno and eTEACHER
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Summary of collaborations with other EU projects and initiatives and relevant external events with
ASSIST participation
N
º
1

2

3

Name of
Main description
the project

FIESTA

Type of collaboration

Families with children are at the core of the FIESTA project,
aiming to cut their energy consumption and related emissions
by fostering improvements in their daily habits to make them
more energy-efficient and particularly in their use of heating
and cooling systems at home.

STEP IN

STEP-IN is a 30-month project with a clearly defined WP
structure. The project is organised around 7 distinct and
closely inter-related work packages (WPs).

EPOV

The EU Energy Poverty Observatory (EPOV) is a 40 month
project that commenced in December 2016. Its principal
mission is to engender transformational change in knowledge
about the extent of energy poverty in Europe, and innovative
policies and practices to combat it. The creation of an Energy
Poverty Observatory is part of the European Commission’s
policy efforts to address energy poverty across EU countries.

4

Engager

5

STEP

6

ManagEner
gy

European Energy Poverty: Agenda Co-Creation and
Knowledge Innovation (ENGAGER 2017-2021) is a research
network funded via the European Co-operation in Science
and Technology (COST) scheme.
Solutions to Tackle Energy Poverty (STEP) is a project to
develop a simple, innovative and replicable model of
measures to address energy poverty.
ManagEnergy is a European Commission initiative dedicated
to regional and local energy agencies with the objectives of
assisting them in becoming leaders in the energy transition
and of increasing sustainable energy investments in regions

Link to evidence: Url

Participation in the 1st Italian Market
Actors’ Dialogue event
Members of the Step-IN Network of
Interest and participation in the 1st
Network of Interest (NOI) in Athens
(Greece) in May 2019 (AISFOR) and in
the 1st summer school in Budapest
(Hungary) (KAPE)
Dissemination of ASSIST through EPOV
website and inclusion as relevant
organisation, participation of EPOV in
ASSIST events: Spanish MAD in
Madrid, Nov 2019, and EPOV chairman
was the moderator of the second
session of the Final Conference
Two ASSIST members, part of the
Advisory Board.

https://www.step-in-project.eu/successful-first-step-innetwork-of-interest-workshop-and-ga-meeting/

https://www.energypoverty.eu/relevantorganisations?relevant_countries%5B%5D=FI

Presentation of ASSIST by partner
Ecoserveis in the Engager Training
School

https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-100presentations_now_available_assist_experience_explai
ned_at_cost_engager_training_school

Participation of STEP in ASSIST final
conference

https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/pagine/assist_st
ep_presentation_10_06_20.pdf

Inclusion of ASSIST reports at the
resources and tools section of its
website

https://www.managenergy.net/node/868
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N
º

Name of
Main description
the project

Link to evidence: Url

Participation of ASSIST at the ENABLE
final conference

https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-133assist_present_at_enable_project_final_conference_in_
brussels

Participation of REScoop in ASSIST
final conference

https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/pagine/20
200610_assist_rescoop_eu.pdf

Participation of FEANSA in ASSIST final
conference

https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/pagine/ass
ist_feansa.pdf

Participation of Climate Alliance
(representative of the CoM) in ASSIST
final conference.
Invited to present ASSIST in Covenant
of Mayors Investment Forum – energy
efficiency market place in Brussels on
February 2018

https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-141assist_present_at_the_energy_poverty_experts_m
eeting_hosted_by_covenant_of_mayors_office_in_
brussels
https://www.assist2gether.eu/pagine-94final_conference

Collaboration in Italy for the training of
the HEAs

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/694816

Participation in the social campaign
Hero@Home on twitter
(https://twitter.com/hero_athome) and
Instagram with publications of 3 posts a
week on energy efficiency and related
topics

https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-183assist_is_joining_hero_at_home
https://triplea-reno.eu/assist-has-joined-hero-at-home/

and cities.

7

ENABLE

8

RESCOOP

9

FEANTSA

10

Type of collaboration

Covenant
of Mayors

11

Enershift

12

eTEACHE
R

13

Mobistyle

The Energy Union Framework Strategy is designed to foster
a cost-efficient energy transition able to deliver secure,
sustainable and affordable energy to all European
consumers. It is aimed at a citizen-oriented energy transition
based on a low-carbon transformation of the energy system.
The project seeks to understand what determines people’s
choices in three key consumption areas: transportation,
heating & cooling, and electricity.
REScoop.eu is the European federation for renewable
energy cooperatives. We are a growing network of 1,500
European REScoops and their 1,000,000 citizens.
FEANTSA is the European Federation of National
Organisations Working with the Homeless. We are the only
European NGO focusing exclusively on the fight against
homelessness. Our ultimate goal is an end to homelessness
in Europe.
The Covenant of Mayors is the world's largest movement for
local climate and energy actions. Below you will find more
information on the initiative; its gradual development, the
objectives and the current achievements in figures.
A PDA H2020 project to prepare feasibility studies with the
final aim to launch a tender for investments to be made by
ESCos through an Energy Performance Contract (EPC). The
EPC will enable the implementation of investments without or
with limited public capital funding.
eTEACHER is a European project funded by Horizon 2020
(EU Research and Innovation programme) and involves 12
partner organizations active in 6 different European
countries. eTEACHER uses ICT solutions to encourage and
enable behaviour change of building users towards energy
efficiency.
The overall aim of MOBISTYLE is to raise consumer
awareness and motivate behavioral change by providing
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N
º

Name of
Main description
the project

14

UtilitEE

15

TripleAreno

16

Interreg
report on
Energy
Poverty

17

BEHAVE

18

Right to
Energy
Coallition

attractive personalized combined knowledge services on
energy use, indoor environment, health and lifestyle, by ICTbased solutions.
UtilitEE proposes a consumer-oriented universal behavioural
change framework that focuses on the discovery,
quantification and revelation of energy-hungry
behaviours/activities and conveys meaningful energy-use
feedback to users to motivate and engage them into a
continuous process of learning and improvement.
The overall aim of TripleA-reno is to make acceptation and
decision making on deep and nZE renovation attractive for
residential consumers and end-users.
Sustainable Energy Priority Area (PA2) of the EU Strategy for
the Danube Region (EUSDR). The Energy Priority Area
(PA2) has 3 major objectives. First, PA2 coordinates regional
energy polices in various topics in order to exploit the full
potential of an integrated energy market. Second, PA2 is
instrumental in the integration of the energy markets of the
non-EU countries and supports them in the implementation of
the EU energy acquis. Third, PA2 is committed to launch
cutting edge technology developments, which will increase
the energy efficiency of the region and enhance the use of
renewable energy sources.
The 5th European Conference on Behaviour and Energy
Efficiency was held from the 5th to the 7th September 2018
in Zurich, Switzerland. Behave aims to facilitate the exchange
of knowledge on sustainable energy behaviour in transport,
buildings and consumption of goods as well as the individual
and social acceptance of sustainable technologies (e.g.
renewables). In particular, the conference should act as a
platform to share multi-disciplinary research on new
technological developments and best practices concerning
understanding and influencing energy-related behaviours.
European coalition uniting trade unions, anti-poverty
organisations, social housing providers, environmental
organisations, health organisations and energy cooperatives.

Type of collaboration

Link to evidence: Url

ASSIST presentation at the Energy
Poverty Seminar on 12 December 2019

https://energy.danube-region.eu/invitation-to-the-energypoverty-seminar-of-eusdr-pa2/

Presentation of an extended abstract,
focused on ASSIST project
segmentation and action, at BEHAVE
2018 (Zurich, September 2018) (Italian
partners)

https://www.zhaw.ch/storage/hochschule/ueberuns/veranstaltungen/behave-2018-conferenceschedule.pdf
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A.3.

Targeting consumers (and vulnerable consumers’) associations

Special attention was paid to targeting consumers (and vulnerable consumers’) associations as
a key target group, taking into account that they act as catalysing structures of (vulnerable)
consumers informing about and protecting consumers’ rights. The communication to this target
group took place both at public and external level and throughout the project lifetime.








The partners sent to this specific target a formal letter at the beginning of the Project,
informing them on the launch of the project, its objectives and results. They also
contacted them to inform this group about the project progress throughout its lifetime.
Each partner invited at least 1 expert from consumers’ organization and 1 expert from
the national node of the EAPN in the National Consumers Steering Committee (tas k
7.1).
Representatives of consumers’ organisations were invited to national workshops (Task
7.2), market dialogues, and in some cases the events were organised in collaboration
with them.
At external level, partners published articles in consumers’ association media
(newsletter, magazines, etc.).

B. T8.2 Website and social media
Website: The online channel has been permanently accessible and it offers an overview of the
project, its objectives, progress and results, partnership and main contacts. The ASSIST
website (D8.2) was made public on 20 October 2017 and it’s available in one domain
http://assist2gether.eu. The website includes all public content and documents in UK English,
Spanish, Italian, Polish, Finnish, Dutch and international English.
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Website content was structured for intuitive navigation and access and articles was written
using keywords to maximize online positioning.
The total amount of website views until June 23th 2020 is 98.299, as it can be seen in the
following screen capture from Google Analytics:
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Summary of website activity (until June 23, 2020)
Website page online
Entries at the EU news section
Published news – Italian page
Published news – Spanish page
Published news – Belgium page
Published news – Finnish page
Published news – Polish page
Published news – UK page
Total number of users
Average visit duration
Pages/visit
Bounces rate
Number of page views
% of new visits
Number of Page views – EU main pages
Number of Page views – Italian main pages
Number of Page views – Spanish main pages
Number of Page views – Belgium main pages
Number of Page views – Finnish main pages
Number of Page views – Polish main pages

20 October 2017
31
41
35
32
35
6
10
17,814
00:02:48
3.45
30.58%
98.299
85.50%
13,506
7,877
3,562
2,399
2,653
1,893
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Number of Page views – UK main pages
Number of visitors from Europe
Number of visitor from out of Europe
Number of download of public deliverables

1,361
80,11 %
19.89 %

See the graphic bellow f or the number of v isits
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Social media: Social Media channels were essential for targeting the general public. Twitter,
Facebook, YouTube and Google+ profiles were set up and updated mainly in English on a
regular basis. Regular activity was posted showing:





Successful experiences.
ASSIST public events.
Events organised by third-part actors and related with the Project objectives.
Any relevant issue regarding the activities of the Project.

Content was posted in a clear and simple way, using illustrative images (respecting
intellectual property), formulating questions to engage stakeholders to get feedback from
them. A Hootsuite account was created to manage the Project’s social profiles, associated to
Gmail’s account: assist2gether@gmail.com, following an agreed schedule, indicated in a
Google Calendar that was accessible for all partners and under the coordination of Ecoserveis.

ASSIST Social Media Profiles


Twitter. Addressed mainly to local administrations, entities, non-profit organisations,
energy companies and stakeholders, all of them with a high presence in this social network.
@assist2gether https://twitter.com/assist2gether

Top 3 monthly activity
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Facebook. The main profile was meant to offer a more detailed info than the twitter posts
and to build community with other related projects and key actors. In some countries it was
also the social network for a more direct contact with vulnerable users.
@assist2gether https://www.facebook.com/assist2gether
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Most viewed posts
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Google+. During the development of the Project, Google cancelled Google Plus and the
account was therefore deactivated.



YouTube: Assist Project
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrEfNeH7BPnzmhnHs6_KnUA?view_as=subscriber
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SUMMARY OF SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY
Social Media
Facebook (until June 23,
2020)

Twitter (until June 24, 2020)
YouTube
2020)

(until June 23,

KPI
Number of posts
Number of followers
Number of comments, likes and shares
Number of page views
Number of likes
Number of tweets
Number of followers
Number of retweets
Number of videos
Number of views

Total
112
144
437
745
2575
699
314
1053
104
2698
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Number of likes
Number of shares
Subscriptions

1711
190189
31

There was a focus on the collaboration of key stakeholders through social media and in person
meetings during European events. For instance, the European Economic and Social Committee
was as a key multiplier agent and specific actions were undertaken to engage the Committee as
strategic communication and dissemination collaborator at European level. The aim was that their
twitter account (@EESC_TEN), with over 2,400 followers, acted as a one media partner to raise
awareness during some project events.

C. T8.3 Communication material
This subsection and the following one (T8.4) refers to the second and fourth layer of the sphere
illustrated in T8.1, namely dissemination material and other communication activities.
Project Communication material (D8.4): All materials were designed following graphic guidelines
compiled in the Visual Concept Summary (D8.1). As part as the European communication action,
tools considered in this D8.4 were edited in English and shared with all the partners via Dropbox
and, where applicable, published in the Results section of the Project website.


Leaflet with general information about ASSIST objectives, target groups and main
actions, available at https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/risultati/brochure_low.pdf



Document and Slide presentation templates, available for all partners a t the Dropbox
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Press release template



Poster
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Roll-up
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Factsheet templates available at Dropbox



Project slide presentation

D. T8.4 Articles, press release and press review
A total of 12 press releases were issued:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Launching of the project/website
European database on financial measures
Vulnerable consumers market segmentation report
National and European measures addressing vulnerable consumers and energy
poverty
ASSIST participation in Catalan Congress on Energy Poverty (1)
ASSIST participation in Catalan Congress on Energy Poverty (2)
HEA Qualification schema
ASSIST participation in the 2019 European Sustainable Energy Week (1)
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9. ASSIST participation in the 2019 European Sustainable Energy Week (2)
10. ASSIST Final Conference (1)
11. Update on Final Conference (2)
12. Final Conference press release

E. T8.5 European conferences and presentations
This task had two axes: the participation of
ASSIST members in international events in
order to present the results of the project and
the participation as promoters of two
international events during the lifespan of the
project. For the first axe, more detailes are
offered at each national report.
A considerable part of the communication and
dissemination action consists of in person
events, such as national workshops (think
tank events) or European conferences
addressed to specific target groups
depending on the topic.
Participation in external events related to the project was also important in order to contribute
to the promotion of the project’s objectives and results, as well as of the partners involved. All
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partners actively contributed to identifying and proposing interesting events to attend whether
to present the initiative or for networking. EU meetings were key to allow cross-border
dissemination of results.

European conferences


2018 Citizens Energy Forum

ASSIST Project was presented at an individual stand by AISFOR and Ecoserveis during two days
at the 10th Citizen’s Energy Forum (Dublin, 20th September 2018). The main public deliverables
completed so far were printed and presented to the public:








D2.1 Best practice guide on financial measures
D2.2 Report on Vulnerable Consumers and Energy Poverty
D2.3 Report on “National and European measures addressing vulnerable consumers
and energy poverty”
D2.4 National qualitative/quantitative market surveys on vulnerable consumers / energy
poverty
D2.5 Vulnerable Consumers and Fuel Poverty Report
D3.1 HEA Qualification Scheme
D 5.1 Vulnerable consumers market segmentation report

The video “Your energy, your call” was showed at a big screen and brochures were distributed
among the participants of the Forum.
Following this participation, with the support of the project officer partners worked also to
participate as speakers at the event in 2019 but it was not possible.



2018 Catalan Congress on Energy Poverty

On the 8th and 9th of November of 2018, Barcelona hosted the 2nd Energy Poverty Congress that
had 4 simultaneous congress venues, one of which, was named “the ASSIST EU project.” and
held different international sessions on energy poverty during 2 days.
The 2nd Energy Poverty Congress was coordinated by municipalities (Barcelona, Badalona,
Sabadell), supra-municipalities authorities (Diputació de Barcelona and Area Metropolitana de
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Barcelona), municipal organisations
(Associació Catalana de Municipis
and
Federació
Catalana
de
Municipis), other organisations
(Taula del Tecer Sector Social,
Ecoserveis) and civil society
(Aliança
contra
la
pobresa
energètica). This was the second
edition and gathered more than 90
speakers and around 450 attendees
that came from places as diverse as
EU institutions, local municipalities,
private energy companies (such as
Naturgy) or global and local NGO’s (i.e. Greenpeace) and grassroots movements .
The ASSIST project organised a round table entitled From local to global: Tackling energy poverty
in Europe with the following presentations moderated by Harriet Thomson, from the European
Energy Poverty Observatory (EPOV): (1) Energy poverty initiatives in Europe (by Marine Cornelis,
EU consultant); (2) From local action to Europe policy (by Maria Djeliazkova from the European
Anti-Poverty Network, EAPN); (3) ASSIST project: Network and Action to tackle vulnerability
together (by Marina Varvesi from Aisfor) and (4) EU energy poverty at local level: ASSIST
implementation (by Marta Garcia from Ecoserveis).
https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-67assist_to_take_part_in_the_2n_catalan_congress_on_energy_poverty


2019 EU Sustainable Energy Week
During the week of 18 to 21 June 2019, the European
Sustainable Energy Week (EUSEW), the biggest
European event dedicated to renewables and efficient
energy use in Europe, took place in Brussels.

of the Regions and Climate Alliance.

On Wednesday 19 June, ASSIST co-organised a
policy conference on “Multilevel and participatory
action to tackle energy poverty” with the Committee

Marina Varvesi, from AISFOR Italy, ASSIST
project coordinator, presented the experience
of ASSIST during the 1st panel on addressing
energy poverty in the field. At the same time,
Maria Jeliazkova, from EAPN Bulgaria,
discussed the proposal for a Policy Framework
to tackle energy poverty developed by ASSIST.
The project ASSIST was also promoted during
the Networking Village that brings the EUSEW
Community together to forge alliances. Our
project partners had the opportunity to present
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all ASSIST results and to discuss with many participants of the event at a special stand for
ASSIST.
Some of our project deliverables, including the videos available on our Youtube channel were
successfully disseminated at our stand.


2019 Right to Energy Forum

EAPN and Ecoserveis ASSIST partners hosted the workshop “ Defending the right to energy!
Actions and actors” at the Right to Energy Forum, organised by the Right to Energy Coallition on
June 19 in Brussels.
A total of 107 people with different professional profiles participated in a debate around the
following questions:





What are their experiences with fighting energy poverty in different EU countries?
What works and what does not work?
Who are the actors involved in different types of actions?
What kind of actions are they involved with, at what level?

https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-92-assist_in_the_right_to_energy_forum


2020 ASSIST Final Conference

The Project’s final event represented the biggest challenge of the Communi cation and
Dissemination activities, due to the need to adapt it to COVID-19 crisis circumstances after being
completely set and ready to go as an onsite event in Brussels.
Original Proposal

The Final Conference was originally organised on April 2nd. We had engaged The European
Economic and Social Committee (EESC) as co-organiser and the conference was going to be
celebrated at their headquarters in Brussels. A total of 68 people registered for the conference that
was set in a room with 60-person capacity.
The preparation started 6 months before (by October 2019 all partners were involved in the
preparation and had received instructions both for the engagement of key speakers and for the
communication of the event). EESC was also engaged in the communica tion actions and had
agreed to share the information about the conference through its corporative channels.
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A template invitation for the speakers was prepared and shared with the partners in order to be
sent by those with the closest contact to them. It was also adapted to be send to national VCSC
that were invited as panellists during the first session.
Ecoserveis, as moderator of the roundtable, was in charge of running a preparatory meeting with
VCSC national members in order to guide them through the structure of the meeting and the
details of their participation.
The original final conference was organised as a 4-hour event divided in three blocks:

A dedicated website section was set to centralise all information related to the conference,
including registration form, agenda, graphic resources and images.
A video registration of the conference was foreseen and had been pre -agreed with providers.
By March 10, 2020 the decision was made to postpone the conference due to COVID-19
restrictions. A formal letter was sent to all collaborators, speakers and registered people to inform
them about the measure taken and invite them to stay in touch for further information.
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Definitive format of the Final Conference
Immediately after deciding to postpone the Final Conference, all partners were invited for a
brainstorming on the best way to organise the event. Two options were being considered: a) a
face-to-face format and b) a remote format. Both implied difficulties. Firstly, by that time it was not
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clear whether the mobility between countries was going to be allowed as the restrictions were
different from one country to another. On the other hand, an online event was perceived as hardto-do, taking into account technical aspects (connectivity, differences in the quality of sound/video
at each speaker’s location, ability to use online platforms, etc.) as well as our capacity to keep
people engaged during the whole event, originally thought for 4 hours.
The intense experience from the first days of the pandemic made us think that a face -to-face event
was not going to be possible and that the remote format was our only choice. It was then decided
to adapt the event in three different sessions, in order to keep people engaged during a maximum
of 1,5 hours. Therefore, the challenge was to keep the interest and participation during the whole
three sessions, which was successfully achieved.
A total of 325 people registered for the conference.
Participation ratio for each day was over 120 people .
Against the clock work was done in order to:


Adapt the format of the conference and the content to the new online format.



Invite and confirm EU level speakers. Some of them were not able to assist due to
previous agenda commitments.



Prepare the technical aspects of the conference: choose and purchase the right
webinar platform plan, open registrations in a secure way. To complement the
organisers experience with online webinars, a technical support service was hired to
guarantee that all technical issues during the conference were covered and to secure a
better experience for all participants.



Prepare all communication details: elaborate graphic resources, prepare
communication guidelines to be followed by partners, prepare examples of social media
messages and images, prepare messages to engage speakers as mu ltipliers, gather
pictures and bios of all speakers, prepare a briefing for all participants, prepare an
attractive agenda, adapt the dedicated website, prepare press releases and other
materials.
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Run Zoom tests sessions with all speakers.

Some actions were developed to adapt to the online format:


A graphic summary of each session was prepared and shared with all participants.



A daily digest was prepared and sent to all speakers each day after the meeting.

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3



A reminder was sent to all registered participants before each session.



A mailing was sent with all the materials generated from the conference to all participants
and speakers after the event.



All three sessions were registered and the videos were uploaded to ASSIST Youtube
Channel and embedded in the website.
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F. Consumers events
Methodology of the consumer events
To attract individual consumers to participate in planed events, the following conditions have
been met:




Topics attractive for consumers - practical aspects, topics useful on a daily basis,
Date / time of meeting - convenient for consumers
Added value - profit – e.g. educational and informative purpose

Main subject/lead topic for events –interesting and important for consumers or recently popular
in media e.g.:








how to pay less for electricity or whether to switch the supplier,
how to find a subsidy for insulation, how much you have to invest to gain,
How to buy new household equipment? Is the A +++ always economically justified?
Salesman and bounded services need special attention.
electricity bill – how to understand
basic consumers rights / but also obligations as energy consumers
energy prices, what we pay for, popular tariffs

Duration:
45 minutes – workshops with active participation,
Virtual community promotion: in the meeting advisors had a possibility to distribute leaflets
with the website and FB address, contact with the help desk, including emphasizing the
possibility of contact via private message on FB - getting advice this way. Events were also an
opportunity to give participants Fact Sheets prepared as part of the ASSIST project
Consumer events
Summary
Country

No. of
events

No. of
participants

Belgium

12

136

Finland
Great
Britain

2

200

8

168

Italy

>2

>100

Poland

1

208

Spain

3

24

Description
Small events gathered 136 consumers. Feedback rate
83%
Two big events
Different event types, fully documented but without
feedback evaluation
Two big events and multiple small events organized by
HEA. Participants to be counted, as well as the number
of small events. Feedback rate to be evaluated.
We planned two meetings for vulnerable consumers
under the social welfare centers care. However
lockdown in Poland affected arrangements. We
decided to join up both events and conduct virtual
meeting with Warsaw social welfare assistance in
recruitment.
Energy caffe, 100% feedback
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Meetings
ITALY
Event 1
Date of the
6 December 2019
event
Status
Done
(done/planned)

Event 2

Event 3

23 January 2020

March 2020

Done

Planned but cancelled
due to Covid crisis

Name or type

Consumers’ event

Consumers’ event

Consumers’ event

Location

Grassano (Matera)

Rome

Rome

Description

The event was organized in
collaboration with AUSER a
non-profit association of the
social sector committed to
promoting the active aging of
the elderly and to enhance
their role in society. The aim of
association is primarily to
support the elderly, but aims
also to support open dialogue
and exchange of cultures to:
- Improve the quality of life;
- counter all forms of social
exclusion and discrimination,
- Supporting vulnerable
consumers,
- Spread the culture and
practice of solidarity and
participation;
- Value the experience, skills,
creativity and ideas of the
elderly;
- Develop solidarity and
exchange relationships with
younger generations.
The office of AUSER in
Grassano opened in 2007 and
currently has over 90 members
aged between 55 and 95. The
main activities concern:
- The management of UPEL
(Popular University of the Free
Age)
- Organization of courses and
recreational activities, trips and
social evenings
The ASSIST meeting was held
as part of the planning of
UPEL activities and the topics
addressed were:
1. Understanding of electricity
and gas bills
2. The comparison for a
conscious choice of electricity
and gas offers
3. Energy saving in the home
and incentives for the

The event was
organized in
collaboration with SCUP
(Sport & Cultura
Popolare) a social
association working on
the ground in an area of
Rome. The event was
organized on the
premises of SCUP (a
large physical
environment where they
organize numerous
activities, from social
dinners, to sport
lessons, from meetings
with parents of disabled
people to entertainment
activities). The event
was planned at 5.30 to
enable to attract and
engage people coming
back from work and
people going to the
SCUP premises for
sport.
The event was widely
disseminated on the
premises. Posters were
prepared and hanged in
the area.
The event was
organized in a very
informal and
communicative manner
where speakers and
participants were seated
at the tables in the
common room and
discussed the problems
of the participants and
analysed their bills.
The event attracted
about 50 participants
throughout the evening.
However due to its
formal and colloquial
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A final event was
planned in Rome after
Carneval at the
beginning of March. The
event was supposed to
take place in a block of
buildings managed
“association of fire
fighters”.
The event would have
been co-organised with
the SUP association as
a follow-up of the
second event.
However due to
lockdown in Italy for the
COVID-19 at the end of
February the event was
cancelled.
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redevelopment of plants
4. Social Bonuses
During the meeting,
participation was very active,
many participants had their
own electricity and gas bills on
which many questions were
asked.
Great interest was aroused by
the intervention of the HEA
which explained how to access
social bonuses given the
important role of the
association and members in
transferring social issues and
information to citizenship

approach a participant
list was not prepared
and signed.

See agenda and participants
list below
Number of
vulnerable
consumers
involved
% feedback
reached

The meeting was attended by
more than 50 participants

The meeting was
attended by more than
50 participants

50 ex-ante questionnaires
filled-in

50 ex-ante
questionnaires filled-in
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BELGIUM
Events

Date and location
done

Date and location
planned

17/10/2019: Herk-de-Stad
21/10/2019: Herk-de-Stad
20/11/2019: Sint-Niklaas
12/12/2020: Sint-Genesius-Rode
20/01/2020: Beringen
20/01/2020: Heers
21/01/2020: Petegem
21/01/2020: Houthulst
04/02/2020: Lede
18/02/2020 Zelzate
20/02/2020: De Kempen
03/03/2020: Opwijk
20/03/2020: Halle (Woonwinkel Zennevalei)
20/03/2020: Blankenberge
26/03/2020: Bankenberge
24/03/2020: Lebbeke

Name or type

Workshop

Description

Interactive workshops for vulnerable consumers where energy saving tips are
given by means of an interactive “game” and the “woonmeter” is explained,
woonmeter is distributed to the VC’s after the workshop.
The Public Centers of Social Welfare (OCMW) invite the VC and provide a location.
The teacher and the teaching material are provided by Fluvius. Fluvius and the VEA
financed the woonmeters.

Number of vulnerable
consumers involved

120 VC

% feedback reached

40% (for the moment)
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FINLAND
Event 1

Event 2

Event 3

Date of the event

28/11/2018

04/06/2019

25/03/2019

Status
(done/planned)

Done

Done

Planned

Name or type

ASSIST stand at
“Talk about
money” fair and
“Talous
tuuliajolla”
seminar

ASSIST stand at “We want
future” – circular economy
event

“Energianiukkuuden ilmiöt ja
kokemukset Suomessa”. Market
actors dialogue event AND consumer
event

Location

Helsinki, Finland

New City library “Oodi” in
Helsinki, Finland

Helsinki, Finland

ASSIST discussion event and seminar
about energy poverty implications and
experiences in Finland. Also
vulnerable consumers and their
representative associations are invited
and expected to participate. ASSIST
material to be disseminated and
results presented.

Seminar and fair
about money
saving and
household
economies.

Stand at a circular
economy focused event at
the new city library. ASSIST
consumer leaflets and
energy saving material
were being disseminated,
and people were asked to
answer a short survey.

Number of
vulnerable
consumers
involved

11 people
answered to
ASSIST survey.
100 VCs
consulted

8 people answered ASSIST
survey for youth. 100
people reached directly
with material
dissemination and
discussions who visited the
stand.

30 participants expected (maximum
venue capacity).

% feedback
reached

11%

8%

100%

Description

The event venue is limited with size
and the event has attracted more
attention than expected. Therefore,
those who cannot join the actual
event will be asked to contribute
otherwise to the ASSIST Framework
paper.

UNITED KINGDOM
Event 1
Date of the
event
Status
(done/planned)

Event 2

Event 3

6/2/20

26/9/19

27/7/19 & 12/6/19

Done

Done

Done
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Name or type

Gloucester Deaf Association
Presentation to deaf members -

Location

Gloucester

Description

Gloucestershire Deaf Association is
an association for profoundly deaf
and hearing impaired adults and
children. The lunch club
membership is particularly for
profoundly deaf people who have
British Sign Language (BSL) as their
first language. The presentation
was delivered by an HEA and a
SWEA advisor and covered;
 energy saving habits in
the home
 understanding your
energy bills and how to
switch tariffs
 registering for the Priority
Service Register
The services of a BSL interpreter
was employed to translate the
speakers and the audiences
questions. This was the first time
the association had received
energy advice in this way and
directly attributable to the ASSIST
vulnerable consumer activity plan.

Number of
vulnerable
consumers
involved
% feedback
reached

Baby Bank Free Cycle
event -Energy advice
session to low income
families
Forest of Dean,
Gloucestershire
The Baby Bank scheme
has been set up for low
income families to gain
access to free baby
clothes and equipment in
much the same way as
food banks operate.
The energy advice
sessions focused on
reducing energy bills,
primarily by checking if
people were on the
cheapest tariffs and also
on behavior change at
home that could make a
difference.

Inclusion Hub
Gloucestershire –
Energy advice talk
and demonstration.
Gloucester and Forest
of Dean
Inclusion Hub Glos. Is
a support group for
people with learning
difficulties run and
managed by the
members themselves
with some
management
support.

32

The energy advice
talks were delivered
in two of their local
hubs in the Forest of
Dean and Gloucester
City. The talk focused
on keeping warm at
The key issues for
home- checking that
families with children are; they had the right
 higher hot water level of comfort and
needs and
that they weren’t
costs. (The
worried about the
advisor
costs.
illustrated the
Also raising
water and
awareness simple
electricity costs energy savings tips
electric
that would have a
showers.)
positive impact on
 Multiple
their bills.
appliances on
for long periods
of time (TVs on
all day, game
sets, etc.)
 Getting a
cheaper energy
rate ( tariff
switching)
45
12 + 20 total 32

See note below

See note below

See note below

Event 3
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Date of the event

30/4/19 & 24/4/19 & 10/4/19

4/7/19

Status
(done/planned)
Name or type

Done

Done

3x energy advice presentations to elderly VCs

Location

English Bicknor, Joys Green, & Newent,
Gloucestershire
The lunch club are organized for isolated elderly
people for socialization and to ensure they have a
hot meal every day.
Most of the attendees had some age-related
health issue which required them to have a
higher heating level at home. Topics discussed;
 Tariff switching – many felt
unconfident to move energy suppliers
and thereby paying higher energy
rates.
 Damp and condensation- an issue
with poorly ventilated homes. People
felt it counter-intuitive to open
windows during the winter months
 The cost of running old in-efficient
fridge freezers

Energy advice talk to elderly
lunch club
Gloucester City

Description

Number of
vulnerable
consumers involved
% feedback reached

St Peters Social Club is run by
the church for their elderly
parishioners.
The main topics of interest for
this group were;
 smart meters and
how they can help
keep tabs on energy
bills
 tariff switching and
alternatives way to
switch other than
online.
Several home visits referrals
were generated from this
event

39

20

See note below

See note below

NB Feedback and evaluation from the participants
The nature of the events and the demographic of the participants meant that formal feedback and
evaluation was neither feasible nor appropriate. However, useful information covering the
questions of the evaluation form was gathered informally by the HEA delivery the event, including
subjects which generated the most interest. Eg, smart meters for elderly people, tarif f switching for
young families.
Contributions from the host organisations were to be gathered at the M.A.D. meeting due to take
place in early March but now postponed to early April. The feedback /evaluation of the consumer
events will be complied once all the contributions have been received.
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SPAIN
Event 1
Date of the event

28/11/2019

Status
Done
(done/planned)
Name or
Energy café: Get ready
type
for winter
Location
Barcelona
Description In order to make an
attractive energy cafe to
vulnerable consumers,
the topic was "Get Ready
for Winter", with the aim
of giving advice on
improving comfort during
winter and avoiding cold
in the home.
It was organized in Nou
Barris, a neighborhood in
Barcelona

Number of
vulnerable
consumers
involved
% feedback
reached

6

100% (onsite, not
through questionnaire)

Event 2

Event 3

04/12/2019

12/12/2019

Done

Done

Energy café: Get ready for
winter
Barcelona
In order to make an
attractive energy cafe to
vulnerable consumers, the
topic was "Get Ready for
Winter", with the aim of
giving advice on improving
comfort during winter and
avoiding cold in the home.

Energy café: Get ready for winter

It targeted vulnerable
consumers from PAEs
(Barcelona Energy
Advisory Points), a city
council service that
advises consumers on
improving home energy
uses and saving on energy
bills. This activity did not
reached the expected
attendees.

Barcelona
In order to make an attractive
energy cafe to vulnerable
consumers, the topic was "Get
Ready for Winter", with the aim of
giving advice on improving comfort
during winter and avoiding cold in
the home.
It was organized in an assisted
dwelling for old people which
ensured a high level of
participation.

2

16

100% (onsite, not through
questionnaire)

100% (onsite, not through
questionnaire)
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POLAND
Event 1
Date
event

Event 2

of

the 7 April 2020
We planned two meetings for vulnerable consumers under the social welfare centers care.
We were ready for one event in Warsaw (in local cultural center) and for one in a satellite
village (in local governments’ hall).
However lockdown in Poland effected arrangements.
We decided to join up both events and conduct virtual meeting with Warsaw social
welfare assistance in recruitment.
Status
done
(done/planned)
Name or type
Virtual event
Location
Description

Number of
vulnerable
consumers
involved
% feedback
reached

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUapU1tfIH4&t=2s
channel hosted by Federacja Konsumentów
We organized a meeting during total lockdown, in a situation particularly felt as a threat by
the elderly. Stay at home – was addressed especially to seniors. Nobody was prepared for
mental consequences of the situation, especially the elderly, who already often live alone.
There is a significant group of seniors who is active in everyday life by attending to a
variety of lectures, meeting, courses organized by local culture centers or the University of
the Third Ages. In the lockdown they lost this possibility and framework for everyday
activities. They felt threatened by virus spread and lonely.
We (as consumer organization) were worried about their ability to pay bills (including
energy one) by home banking and we suspected unfair selling (energy) companies
inclination to use changes to urge seniors during telephone selling to change the energy
agreement. We were afraid that for seniors it would be difficult to cancel the contract
because of problems in official communication.
We decided to organize consumer events dedicated to the issue – crucial for them in the
first phase of lockdown.
Warsaw welfare center helped us in recruiting seniors by using telephone and e-mail
communication. They informed about event by volunteers who delivers food to seniors in
Warsaw. Volunteers gave the people under the welfare centers care leaflet about t he
event, with the short guidelines how to join it and with the phone contact to us and
consumers’ advisors.
Seniors have been invited by local consumers’ advisors too.
As the result 208 people participated in event, 226 in total watched video and it is still
available.
We planned two events, for 50 participants each, we organized one by for 200 people.

We reached 75% feedback from consumers invited to the events by consumer’s advisors.
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3.2 National level Dissemination and Communication
3.2.1

Report on national-level dissemination: Belgium

A. T8.1 Communication and dissemination strategy
Communication activities in Belgium comprise the actions carried out by Energyville (VITO)
and Eandis (Fluvius). The communication activities focus on the dissemination of information
towards policymakers, relevant actors in the field of energy poverty and vulnerable consumers.
Emphasis is put on informing and communicating the results of ASSIST to public and pr ivate
entities which could be interested in the project. More specifically, Belgium’s external
communication efforts focus on informing the target groups about the project, disseminating the
(intermediate and final) results and providing project documentat ion and relevant reference
material. The key target groups of the communication activities are:


policymakers at local, regional and national level and governmental institutions, e.g.
Flemish Energy Agency or VEA, Flemish agency for social housing, Flemish Regulator of
the electricity and gas market or VREG, Flemish association of cities and municipalities or
VVSG.



relevant market actors in the field of (energy) poverty, such as energy sector (e.g.
DSO, energy suppliers), social sector (e.g. Public Centers of Social Welfare or OCMWs,
Samenlevingsopbouw), housing sector (e.g. Flemish tenant platform or Vlaams
Huurdersplatform), energy poverty and human rights organisations (e.g. Network against
Poverty), research and education (e.g. VITO/Energyville, University of Antwerp).



existing network of energy cutters (supported by Herwin 10)



(vulnerable) consumers

We focused on the national ASSIST webpage for the general communication about (national)
project-related results, news items and events. To promote energy-efficient behaviour we
shared energy saving tips through our social media channels such as Twitter, Facebook and
Youtube. These general communication activities were supported by the corporate website and
Twitter account of Energyville and VITO. With almost 9.000 followers we could reach a broad
audience of policymakers, research institutes, public and private companies and citizens
through our corporate Twitter accounts.
By means of a more targeted communication we reached approximately 65 key stakeholder
organisations, the existing network of energy cutters and 40.000 vulnerable consumers.
Policy makers and relevant market actors in the field of (energy) poverty were informed
about the ASSIST project and the activities of the HEA network through their representatives in
the national Vulnerable Consumers’ Steering Committee. We organised 3 national VCSC
meetings: 1st national VCSC meeting (08/02/18, Brussels), 2nd VCSC meeting (20/03/2019,
Gent), 3rd VCSC meeting (16/03/2020)). The relevant market actors were invited to 3 market
Herwin is a non-profit organisation the represents the social circular entrepreneurs in Flanders. They
support the “Energy cutters” (or “Energiesnoeiers” in Dutch) but also the “Foodsavers” (ensures better
access to fresh and healthy food for low-income households by means of distribution platforms) and
“Kringwinkels” (shops that sell recycled and second-hand goods at a low price).

10
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dialogues (1 st market actor dialogue (8/02/2018, Brussels), 2 nd market actor dialogue
(27/06/2019, Brussels), 3rd market actor dialogue (23/01/2020, Brussels)). The agenda of the
market actor dialogue focused on topics that were relevant in the Belgian context of energy
poverty. Also, significant time was reserved on the agenda of the market actor dialogues t o
present and discuss the results of the ASSIST project. In addition, several bilateral meetings
and information sessions (e.g. 3 information session for the OCMWs with an attendance of
more than 800 social workers) were organised, aimed at sharing informa tion about the ASSIST
project with relevant market actors and engaging them for the implementation of the ASSIST
action and promotion of the HEA network.

Picture: Information session for the Public Centers for Social Welfare (Affligem, 6/11/2019)
We informed the existing network of energy cutters about the ASSIST project and the
activities of the HEA network through the participation of Herwin in the national Vulnerable
Consumers’ Steering Committee and the annual network event for energy cutters (or
“scanborrel” in Dutch) (e.g. 24/05/2019 in Antwerpen). Also, several bilateral meetings with the
different local contact points took place to engage the energy cutters for the implementation of
the ASSIST action and promotion of the HEA network.

Picture: presentation of the ASSIST project during network event energy cutters (Antwerpen,
24/05/2020)
We used Flexmail to set up a large campaign on energy-efficient behaviour that was
specifically targeted at vulnerable consumers. During 10 weeks, a weekly mail with an energy
saving tip was sent to 40.000 vulnerable customers. In addition, we organized 12 events on
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energy-efficient behavior for vulnerable consumers (or Energyfit workshops), in collaboration
with Ecolife11 and the Public Centers for Social Welfare (OCMW in Dutch).

Picture: Mail with energy saving tip sent to vulnerable consumers

B. T8.2 Website and social media
The Dutch version of the ASSIST website was kept up-to-date with project-related results,
events and news items addressing the above-mentioned key target groups.
We published 32 news items in the News section of the national website. These items focused
on:


Dissemination of the project results, e.g. national VCSC meetings, publication of
deliverables, interview with ASSIST project coordinator in frame of the European
Sustainable Energy Week 2019, article on final project results (reference to EASME
website).



Communication about the HEA network and implementation of the ASSIST action, e.g.
map with geographical distribution of HEAs/home visits, Lunch & learn sessions (i.e.
HEA network events), number of active HEAs and number of home visits, interview with
an HEA.

Ecolife is a knowledge center for ecological footprinting and behavioural change. Ecolife supports
governments, organisations and companies to achieve their ecological objectives . They develop tools and
scans to measure ecological impact and guide change processes in organisations with employees and other
stakeholders. Ecolife develops also tailor-made sustainability campaigns and offers workshops on
sustainability.
11
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Picture: interview with an HEA (Eva Joossen-Meyvis, VITO) (3/12/2019)

Picture: Lunch & learn (Melle, 1/10/2019)


Communication about the soft engagement activities, e.g. Energyfit workshops in
collaboration with the Public Centers for Social Welfare (OCMWs) and Ecolife,
information sessions for the meter readers, information sessions for the OCMWs.
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Picture: information session on energy-efficiency for the meter readers (Hasselt, 27/11/2019)

Picture: information session on energy-efficiency for the Public Centers for Social Welfare
(Kuurne, 21/11/2019)


Dissemination of energy saving tips (10 different tips, on a weekly basis)), with extra
communication in frame of the COVID-19 lock-down (overview of all the energy saving
tips).
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Picture: Energy saving tips in frame of the COVID-19 lock-down (31/03/2020)
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Communication about relevant publications and projects, e.g. Barometer
Energiearmoede België (2009 – 2017 & 2009 - 2018), Papillon project, report on
Energy Poverty in Belgium by the European Energy Poverty Observatory.



Promotion of national Youtube and Facebook channel.



Promotion of final ASSIST conference.

The Results section is up-to-date with links to each public document (in English and Dutch).
In the Events section we announced and promoted events such as:


The Research Day on poverty, energy and housing of the University of Antwerp (18 th of
October 2017, http://www.uantwerpen.be/nl/projecten/usab/onderzoek/onderzoeksdag/)



2nd Catalan Congress on Energy poverty (7 th of November 2017)



The Colloqium “Poverty: poor policy?” of the University of Antwerp (4th of December
2018, https://w ww.uantwerpen.be/nl/onderzoeksgroep/oases/jaarboek-armoedeoases/).



Webinar Covenant of Mayors: Inventair – mapping energy poverty and assessing its
climate impacts to support clean air policies in the Eastern European countries (15 th of
April 2019, https://www.eumayors.eu/news-and-events/events/upcoming-events/2137inventair-webinar-mapping-energy-poverty-and-assessing-its-climate-impacts-tosupport-clean-air-policies-in-the-eastern-european-countries.html).



European Sustainable Energy week 2019 (18 th – 20th of June 2019).



Citizens
Energy
Forum
(12 th
13th
of
September
2019,
https://ec.europa.eu/info/events/11th-citizens-energy-forum-2019-sep-12_en).



Debate “Een rechtvaardige energietransitie: tegen welke prijs?”, organised by the
Belgian Association for Research and Expertise for the Consumer Organisations (BVOECO) (22nd of November 2019, https://forms.gle/NDsg8mEHamvrSBma7).



National Vulnerable Consumer Steering Committees (3) and final ASSIST conference.

In addition to the national webpage, we also used social media channels (Facebook, Twitter,
Youtube) to promote the HEA network and share energy saving tips.
We launched a video on the national ASSIST Facebook account (16 followers) to present the
ASSIST project and promote the HEA network by following two of our HEAs during an home
visit
(https://www.facebook.com/Assist2getherBelgium/videos/442103123402536/
(18/12/2019)). We published an article on Facebook in which the HEA network was presented
and several HEAs were interviewed about their experiences in the field
(https://www.facebook.com/Assist2getherBelgium/photos/pcb.1023688721297956/1023687511
298077/?type=3&theater (6/12/2020)). We also used the Facebook and Twitter account to
promote energy-efficient behaviour by providing energy saving tips. The energy saving tips
were
also
promoted
by
means
of
10
videos
on
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLTIlGYJP9iFVDRD0VOqRqK_CaM2vWfrQe.
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Picture: Energy saving tips on Facebook and Twitter
We promoted the ASSIST project, the ASSIST national webpage, Facebook and Twitter
account on the corporate website of Energyville (in the research section as well as in the news
and press section):


https://www.energyville.be/en/research/assist-project;



https://www.energyville.be/en/news-events/first-work-package-assist-project-finishedenergy-poverty-policy-different-countries;



https://www.energyville.be/en/press/assist-project-against-energy-poverty.

Energyville and VITO send several project-related posts from their corporate social network
profiles on Twitter and Linkedin. By means of these posts information was shared about
project-related events or publications on the ASSIST website, Facebook and Twitter acc ount.
The main channel used was Twitter (20 (re)tweets) (status on 14/04/2020: 3.171 followers
Twitter account Energyville and 5.765 followers Twitter account VITO).

C. T8.3 Communication material
The (printed and digital) communication material that was pro duced in frame of the ASSIST
project can be downloaded in the Result section (information and communication) of the
national website of ASSIST: https://www.assist2gether.eu/ned-risultati. We translated the
ASSIST communication material (rollup, brochure, poster, slide presentation and others) in
Dutch. The ASSIST brochure was distributed to the members of the Working group on Energy
and Poverty (20 members) and of the national VCSC (11 members). We used the (link to the)
digital version (of e.g. the brochure or infographic) on the national webpage to promote the
project (and the website) in our meetings with/ presentations for policymakers and market
actors.
Ten
videos
with
energy
saving tips were distributed through Youtube
(https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLTIlGYJP9iFVDRD0VOqRqK_CaM2vWfrQe)
and
promoted through the ASSIST Twitter account (16/10/2019 – 28/11/2019) and on the national
webpage (slide show).
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Picture: ASSIST brochure (in Dutch)
In addition to the project-related communication and information material, we also developed
information and communication material that was tailored to the national context and the target
group of vulnerable consumers.
On the result section of our national website of ASSIST, we provided an information sheet on
the “woonmeter” 12 and an infographic (digital (animated) version and printed version)with
statistical information about energy poverty in Belgium and the link with the ASSIST project.

The “woonmeter” is a simple thermo- and hygrometer with four rules of thumb for correct heating and
ventilation. It promotes energy-efficient behaviour, it helps with moisture and mould and it increases comfort.
This meter is developed by “Samenlevingsopbouw” (social organisation) and is designed specifically to
support vulnerable households. In frame of the ASSIST project we tested the “woonmeter” as a tool that can
support the home energy adviser in giving dedicated advise to vulnerable consumers. Both the vulnerable
consumers and the HEAs were very enthusiastic about this tool. The woonmeter proved to be a very useful
instrument for engaging vulnerable consumers for the home visits. Also, the HEAs indicated that the
woonmeter is a very useful tool to give advice as it is very straightforward (esp. in case of “language”
barriers). For the vulnerable consumers it is an indispensable instrument to monitor humidity in their homes,
increase comfort and reduce heating costs;

12
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Picture: infographic on energy poverty in Belgium and the ASSIST project
We produced a video in which we presented the ASSIST project, the HEA network and
implementation of the ASSIST action in the field (by interviewing two HEAs). The video was
distributed
through
the
national
Facebook
account
(https://www.facebook.com/Assist2getherBelgium/videos/442103123402536/) (20/12/2019)
and promoted on the national website of ASSIST (cf. slide show on home page).
In our communication with the vulnerable consumers we preferred to use mainly printed/visual
information material as vulnerable consumers do not always have access to internet and/or
social media. At the start of the implementation of the ASSIST action, we provided each HEA
with a work package that contained (internal) information material to support the HEA in giving
dedicated energy advice to vulnerable consumers. However, this work package also contained
(external) information material for each vulnerable household that was visited by the HEA,
namely a “woonmeter” and brochure with energy saving tips. We used the ASSIST sticker to
promote the project while distributing the “woonmeter” to the vulnerable consumers (if they e.g.
participated in the vulnerable consumer event or received dedicated advice of an HEA).

Picture: Work package with information material and “woonmeter” (with ASSIST sticker)
We also designed and printed flyers for the Fluvius’ meter readers to distribute to the
vulnerable consumers. We noticed that one of the biggest problems of helping vulnerable
households is to get in touch with them. They are often ashamed or don't know where to turn
for help. The Fluvius meter readers visit already the families when they can’t pay their bills.
They take the meter readings and remind the families to pay their bills. As such, the meter
readers are already in the customer's home. In frame of the ASSIST project we trained the
meter readers to also give energy-saving tips during their visits (soft engagement action #3)
and distribute a flyer with energy-saving tips and the contact details of the Energy Cutters.
Given the success of this action, the meter readers will continue with it also after the ASSIST
project has stopped. The first flyers were provided in the context of the ASSIST project. After
the finalisation of the project a budget will be provided by Fluvius.
Summary of communication and dissemination material in Belgium
Brochures distributed in all languages
(printed and digital)
Posters distributed (printed and digital)
Rollups printed
Number of video/media content
disseminated.

1 digital; 31 printed
1 digital
1 digital
10 videos with energy saving tips
and 1 video on ASSIST project
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Number of other materials:
o Infographic on energy poverty
o ASSIST sticker
o Brochures with energy saving tips for
vulnerable clients (HEA work
package)
o Flyers with energy saving tips for
vulnerable clients (meter readers)

o
o

1 digital
1 digital and 450 printed

o

300 printed

o

1.200 printed

D. T8.4 Articles, press release and press review
We released a press article about the ASSIST project on the Energyville website (14/11/2017):
https://www.energyville.be/pers/assist-project-tegen-energiearmoede. We released a press
article about the final conference and main results of the ASSIST project on the Ener gyville
website (29/06/2020): https://www.energyville.be/nieuws-events/assist-project-ontwikkelt-eensuccesvolle-multidisciplinaire-strategie-om
We published two articles about specific deliverables or results of the ASSIST project:


An article that summarized the results of the assessment of energy poverty and energy
poverty policies in the various countries was published (7/0 6/2018) on the corporate
website of Energyville (https://www.energyville.be/en/news-events/first-work-packageassist-project-finished-energy-poverty-policy-different-countries) and the national
webpage
of
ASSIST
(https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-46eerste_werkpakket_afgerond_energie_armoedebeleid_in_verschillende_landen_in_kaa
rt_gebracht).



An article that presented the HEA network was published on the national webpage of
ASSIST
(https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-62de_household_energy_advisors_hea_s) (17/09/2018)

Kamp C published an article on their website and digital newsletter to communicate about the
ASSIST project and launch a call for candidate Home Energy Advisors:
(https://www.kampc.be/artikel/2018/10/02/Eerste-Vlaams-netwerk-energiemeesters-van-kracht)
(2/10/2018 – 300 subscribers).
The University of Antwerp - Centre for Research on Environmental and Social Change (e.g.
author of the “annual barometer on energy poverty in Belgium”) published an article on their
website presenting the ASSIST project and promoting the HEA network
(https://www.uantwerpen.be/nl/onderzoeksgroep/cresc/samenwerkingen-cresc/assist2gether/).
We published (6/12/2019) an article in which the ASSIST project and HEA network was
presented and several HEAs were interviewed about their experiences in the field on the
national Facebook account of ASSIST.
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Picture: Article on ASSIST project and HEA network (6/12/2019)

E. T8.5 European conferences. Project presentation in events
We were invited to an event of The White Rose Universities of Sheffield, Leeds and York in
Brussel on October 16 th 2018. During this event the findings of the research project on Energy
poverty and social isolation were presented, followed by insights from those directly involved in
energy policy, and an engaging group discussion (https://brussels.whiterose.ac.uk/news/eventreport-energy-poverty-and-social-isolation/). This event was a good opportunity for networking
(30 participants) and aligning the ASSIST project with other research projects.

F. Consumers’ events
We organized 12 consumers’ events on energy-efficient behaviour, specifically targeting
vulnerable consumers. These “Energyfit” workshops were organized in collaboration with the
Public Centers for Social Welfare and Ecolife. Ecolife and Fluvius developed the content and
methodology, completely tailored to the needs of vulnerable consumers. In this interactive
workshop, for example, pictures of four rooms in the house are shown, as yo u can see in the
figure below.
Events

Date and location
done

17/10/2019: Herk-de-Stad
21/10/2019: Herk-de-Stad
20/11/2019: Sint-Niklaas
12/12/2020: Sint-Genesius-Rode
20/01/2020: Beringen
20/01/2020: Heers
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Date and location
planned

21/01/2020: Petegem
21/01/2020: Houthulst
04/02/2020: Lede
18/02/2020 Zelzate
20/02/2020: De Kempen
03/03/2020: Opwijk
20/03/2020: Halle (Woonwinkel Zennevalei)
20/03/2020: Blankenberge
26/03/2020: Bankenberge
24/03/2020: Lebbeke

Name or type

Workshop

Description

Interactive workshops for vulnerable consumers where energy saving tips are
given by means of an interactive “game” and the “woonmeter” is explained,
woonmeter is distributed to the VC’s after the workshop.
The Public Centers of Social Welfare (OCMW) invite the VC and provide a location.
The teacher and the teaching material are provided by Fluvius. Fluvius and the VEA
financed the woonmeters.

Number of vulnerable
consumers involved

120 VC

% feedback reached

40% (for the moment)

Picture: teaching material used in Energyfit workshop for vulnerable consumers
The OCMW took care of the invitations and the location for the workshop. The ASSIST project
provided the teacher, teaching materials and a “woonmeter” for each participant. Howe ver, the
OCMW had to guarantee a minimum of 10 participants: in order to reach this attendance, they
had to invite 2 to 3 times as many vulnerable consumers as it was not easy to get vulnerable
clients in one location for an information session. It helped enormously that there was a nice
present that they could take with them after the workshop, namely the “woonmeter”.
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The workshop facilitator discussed about the consumption of electrical and heating appliances
and the effect of energy-efficiency measures on the energy bill. The participants searched for
appliances and activities that consume the largest amount of energy, discussed how they can
use them efficiently and gave each other tips. On a leaflet the participants indicated the energyefficiency actions that they wanted to implement in their homes. After the workshop, each
participant received a “woonmeter” to use at their home.

Picture: Consumers’ event in collaboration with Ecolife and the Public Centers for Social
Welfare (Houthulst, 21/01/2020) (Lede, 4/02/2020)
Table: overview of vulnerable consumers’ events (Energyfit workshop)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Date

Location

17/10/2019
21/11/2019
20/11/2019
12/12/2019
20/01/2020
20/01/2020

OCMW Herk-de-Stad
OCMW Herk-de-Stad
Het open poortje (Sint-Niklaas)
OCMW Sint-Genesius-Rode
OCMW Beringen
OCMW Heers

Attendance
7
3
16
10
10
10
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7
8
9
10
11
12

21/01/2020
21/01/2020
4/02/2020
18/02/2020
20/02/2020
3/03/2020

OCMW Wortegem-Petegem
OCMW Houthulst
OCMW Lede
OCMW Zelzate
CAW De Kempen
Sociaal Huis Opwijk

10
24
12
10
10
10

G. Lessons learned










Collaboration with organizations that already have good contacts with vulnerable
consumers facilitates the dissemination of information and communication with
vulnerable consumers. It was not easy to get vulnerable clients in one location for an
information session (consumers’ event). It helped enormously that there was a nice
present that the vulnerable consumers could take with them after the workshop, namely
the “woonmeter”. It also helped that the Public Centers for Social Welfare took care of
the invitations as the social workers already have a trustful relationship with the
vulnerable consumers.
It was not easy to get a group of vulnerable customers together for a workshop. It
depended on the efforts made by the Public Centers for Social Welfare and on how
creative they were. Personal and repetitive communication with vulnerable consumers
was very important. E.g. talk to the vulnerable consumers in person, explain the
purpose of the workshop and highlight the added value (energy saving tips, learn from
other families, coffee and biscuits free woonmeter, etc.). Speak to them again the week
before the workshop takes place and send an SMS the day before to remind them
abound their subscription to the workshop.
Websites and social media are not the most preferred communication channels if you
want to target vulnerable consumers. If you want to provide information on energy
efficient behaviour to vulnerable consumers you have to set up a
communication/information dissemination strategy that is tailored to the ir needs as well
with regard to the content (e.g. aligned with their housing conditions) as the choice of
communication channel (e.g. no/limited access to internet or social media).
Market actor dialogues and national VCSC meetings facilitate the cooperat ion between
policymakers and market actors on the topic of energy poverty and is an efficient mean
for the dissemination of the project results to experts in the field. However, if you want
to engage policy makers and market actors for the promotion of the HEA network and
implementation of the ASSIST action, you have to reserve a significant amount of time
for bilateral meetings.
It is not easy to build up a community on Twitter and Facebook within the (time)frame of
a specific project. This is illustrated by the limited number of followers on the national
social profiles. Most likely, energy poverty is also a very sensitive topic and followers do
not want to be labelled as “energy poor” or “vulnerable consumer”.
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3.2.2

Report on national-level dissemination: Finland

A. T8.1 Communication and dissemination strategy
VaasaETT was the only partner of the ASSIST consortium located in Finland, thus responsible
for the development and implementation of the dissemination activities nationally. Following the
objectives established in the main Dissemination Plan as well as the National Communication
Plan for Finland (D8.3) applying to the Finnish context, the communication activities focused on
ensuring a good communication of the project to and between potential stakeholders and
identified main target groups.
As in the Finnish landscape fuel poverty did not – and still does not – have a definition nor is
the phenomena widely recognised in the public discussions, the message delivered in the
dissemination activities in Finland needed to be carefully targeted and framed. In other words,
as it has been stated by ministries that due to the extensive social security system, energy
poverty merely exists in Finland as such, talking about Finnish energy poverty and its various
expressions needed to be linked with larger societal issues, or certain vulnerable groups
should be pointed out directly, in order to gain the needed public attention.
More specifically, the objectives for external communication activities were:
• Reaching the potential vulnerable consumers and consumers in the risk of falling into fuel
poverty.
• Increasing the knowledge of the stakeholders; both existing and already operating (energy)
consumer advisors and supporting organisations as well as the policy makers.
• Engaging the different stakeholders into discussions, thus enabling new, cross-sector
dialogue.
Key messages:
1. Energy poverty is a two-fold issue: energy related and social.
2. Actors nationwide should engage into active, cross-industry and/or cross-sector
discussions to find means to identify and measure the type and extent of energy poverty
typical in Finland in order to find tools to tackle the issue in national context.
Key target groups:
The three main target groups of our communication activities were 1) consumers’ advisory and
support networks 2) vulnerable consumers, and 3) Finnish policy makers. Media and other
stakeholders were addressed as multipliers of the key messages and as means to an end to
reach the primary audiences.
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Media
Ministries

Energy Advisors’
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Consumer
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Aid

Education
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students
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Advisors
Various
associations

Municipalities

Vulnerable
consumers

DSOs

Energy
industry
regulator
Figure 1 Key stakeholders in Finland. Updated basing on ASSIST, D8.3

Highlights:
The following list includes the highlights of the Finnish dissemination activities and
achievements.
1. Campaign to inform the large public about the findings after the first year of t he project. The
key findings the Finnish activities were discussed and reflected European -wide to give a
broader context. As a dissemination tool, an infographic was made and placed on the
ASSIST website in Finnish and English and distributed on online cha nnels through both
project profile and VaasaETT profile with targeted messages and own viewpoints.
2. Consumer survey (as part of T2.5), and the dissemination of its results in 2018. The survey
was made in collaboration with two Finnish organisations, the Ho me Owners’ Association
and Association for the Welfare of the Older People, and widely disseminated for their
members (24 000 recipients received the questionnaire, and 4661 vulnerable consumers
responded). In connection, a wide range of stakeholders were approached and interviewed
which also includes the awareness-raising element about the topic of energy poverty. The
survey results were widely published using social media (Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter) and
several infographics were developed to show the results. The results have been also widely
referred.
3. Brochure “Energiansäästäjän opas” (Energy saving guide) and other consumer’s info
material was made and widely disseminated for stakeholders and the home energy
advisors (HEA) network. ASSIST Energy saving guide was the most popular publication of
ASSIST according to the stakeholders. Many stakeholders wanted to also have the second
edition with more figures and content. The material was thanked especially because it was
printed in a large font size which is readable and convenient for elderly populations, and
such energy saving material rarely exists.
4. The second large consumer survey was launched in the summer 2019 with the purpose of
understand how Finnish consumers perceive their household’s energy costs. Consumer
survey conducted as part of HEA activities of WP4. The survey promotion offered wide
visibility for the ASSIST project and its purposes in Finland. The ex-ante questionnaire was
being disseminated for thousands of email recipients and hundreds of printed questionnaire
sheets were disseminated with the kind help of trained ASSIST HEAs during h ouse visits
with VCs. The ex-ante survey form was also made available on the website of ASSIST and
it could be filled up electronically. The offer was boosted with the lotter of a gift card, where
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all responders could participate. The opportunity to participate to the survey and win a gift
card was also promoted for vulnerable consumers in the Heating association’s magazine
Lämmöllä in autumn 2019. The magazine is sent to 130 000 consumers’ homes and
reaches 240 000 readers.
5. Discussion event (webinar) on energy poverty in Finland (as part of WP7) in March 2020.
The event was widely promoted especially for organisations who are in contact with
vulnerable consumers, including ASSIST project collaboration organisations and the VCSC
that has members from relevant ministries and other stakeholders, too. In addition, all
ASSIST HEAs and anybody having been in contact with ASSIST project were invited
(hundreds or recipients). In the communication, the nature of the event as a multi -sectoral
discussion event was highlighted and citizen and organisations were invited to hold short
speeches and send their written statements on the topic.
6. Exceptionally wide visibility of ASSIST project in an in-print color magazine “Lämmöllä”
which is being distributed to 130 000 homes in Finland. The in-print magazine reaches the
energy vulnerable target group (see section Articles). In addition, the magazine can be read
online http://www.tapahtuma.net/lammolla_digipaper/lammolla120digi/#/article/1/page/1 . A
good estimation of the number of readers is 240 000 (estimation given by the publisher).

B. T8.2 Website and social media
VaasaETT took the advantage of the websites as well as social media in their communication
efforts. Naturally, the national website of ASSIST and the project social media channels were used,
in addition to the corporate channels and website.
Website
The ASSIST Finland website was kept up to date throughout the project lifetime. New materials,
deliverables, educational materials and infographics, news and event invitations were published
and made available to the target audiences. The structure and sub -headings of the contents were
adjusted as the project and contents developed to ensure readability and user-friendliness. A short
message about posts were published on the Facebook page to encourage visiting the site.

Figure (left): Screenshot of the news item on ASSIST Finland website
about the fact that there an interesting article about ASSIST project
and ASSIST HEA’s energy saving tips in the online version of the
“Lämmöllä” magazine. (right): News about the results of the energy
café in November 2019
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Presentations of different website news items, and material published on the website with links
are listed in chapter Communication material.

Figure (left): “Saving in electricity bill was interesting for the energy café participants”. News
item about an event in November 2019 on ASSIST Finland website. Figure (right): Training
activities were being promoted on the website. In this screenshot thre is a promotion of the
energy tutor (=HEA) training seminar for Aalto University students and staff members, with the
training seminar agenda.
Partner organisations section on website
The project attracted significant amount of interest among the national players and organisations.
To demonstrate the strong links to the different parties and to display the gratitude for participating
in the project activities, an additional section was created to the Finnish website to list all partner
organisations and companies with short descriptions of their activities in and outside of the project.
Partnering organisations were offered visibility also whenever a speech was held about ASSIST
project (meetings, workshops, training sessions, energy cafés etc.).
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Figure (left): Screenshot of the collaborative partners’s section on
ASSIST Finland website. Figure (right): Power point presentation
slide that presents key ASSIST Finland stakeholders, included in the
ASSIST presentation slide set. The headline in English goes as
follows: “In the Autumn, the following participated in ASSIST
activities in the autumn”.

Social media (Facebook)
A Facebook group was created to support WP6 activities in the Finnish national context. The group
was called Energiatuutorit, “Energy tutors” in Finnish. The Facebook site was used to boost the
ASSIST consortium energy saving tips material, but also to create awareness about ASSIST
project and its achievements among the Finnish community. Additionally, we made personalized
and actual postings relating to Finland, for example, how to save energy during Christmas season
(see screenshot below).

Social media (Twitter and Linkedin)
On average, there were 1000–1500 views on the VaasaETT corporate Twitter account on ASSIST
posts. A minimum of 10 times ASSIST was offered visibility on the company Twitter page.
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Social
Figure: Linkedin post by the Communication expert
Konstantinos Kanellos about the results of ASSIST consumer
survey, by using the related infographic

Figure: Examples of social media and website posts on the
Twitter Account of VaasaETT- Finland. The one on top
shows the infographic on the first year’s results.

Media campaigns (Facebook and Twitter)
VaasaETT has successfully supported the project dissemination efforts with the timely and
targeted campaigns both during the dedicated social media weeks and independently. They
proactively contributed to the ASSIST online communications, and generated value adding
content. Special attention was given to the allocated social media weeks where VaasaETT made
49 postings. The topics of the posts varied between latest ASSIST achievements on EU level and
in the Finnish context, sharing local news and commenting on i.e. the ongoing debate and potential
uptake of a new energy efficiency investment support scheme. In addition, energy savings and
efficiency tips, and newly published educational energy usage survey by a reputable third -party
were shared.
Social media weeks when an intensive posting in Facebook happened were: 18 – 24 December
2017; 12 – 18 March 2018; 4 – 10 June 2018; 27 August – 2 September 2018; 19 – 25 November
2018; 11 – 17 February 2019; 6-12 Apr 2020, 13-19 Jan 2020, 21-27 Oct 2019, 29 Jul-4 Aug, 6-12
May.

C. T8.3 Communication material
All agreed project material was translated to Finnish and placed to the Finnish ASSIST site for the
general public to reach. Additionally, some infographics were made, to serve as important and
interesting source of information to different types of stakeholders. Naturally, all this material was
made are available online on the website. Visual representation of traini ng materials was
developed that attracted significant amount of interest and were distributed to different market
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players and educational organisations under ASSIST brand. List of visuals and communication
materials created, outside the indicative list provided by the project, as per below:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Infographic, First-year findings and main results in Finland, made available online and was
accompanied with an extensive communications campaign
Infographic of the results of the consumer survey carried out as part of T2.5 activities
together with two Finnish organisations, the Home Owners’ Association and Association for
the Welfare of the Older People. It was made available online and was accompanied with
an extensive communications campaign in collaboration with the partner organisations
Infographic about the payback times in of different energy efficiency actions and energy
renovations for a detached house: Payback periods for different energy efficiency
investments.
Technical inforgraphics about heat pumps and Electricity and fuel saving infographic
Post card sized project information sheet about the energy tutoring activities with contact
details, distributed in hard copies and made available online
In relation to the 3 rd Market Actors Dialogue (March 2020), presentation slides were made
public on the dedicated workshop section on the website, the webinar recording was
published on the ASSIST FIN YouTube channel, a press release on the main discussion
points and interesting take-aways was published on the website inviting for further
discussions. In addition, a content-rich and detailed webinar report was made publicly
available on the website, which summarized the presentations held and the debate.
Download link linked in the press release. The written comment made by the Finnish
Consumer Association on the webinar topic was published and promoted online. Also a
reference was made to one of the webinar speaker’s thesis work “ Energy poverty among
Finnish detached house owners - Energy policy or social policy problem?” that was used as
the basis for their presentation. Webinar invitation prior to the event and the published
content afterwards was also actively promoted in Facebook.
Follow-up news on the training sessions with i.e. the Metropolitan area’s Youth housing
association (Nov 2019), Energy Café with the Ikäinstituutti (Nov 2019)
Blog post on the topic such as house renovation costs (Aug 2019), statistics and facts
about energy poverty in Finland (Jul 2019) and how energy poverty is an unidentified
problem in Finland (Feb 2019). Longer blog posts / articles were also offered to websites of
external parties, including European Anti-Poverty Network (Aug 2019) and Guarantee
Foundation (December 2018). A blog post is planned on how the “staying home” due to
COVID-19 precautios may influence the vulnerable consumers (because raising energy
usage).
Invitations and agendas: In relation to the organized Think tank and stakeholder meetings
(as part of WP7), we prepared project brand loyal invitation letters, agenda and directions
to be placed at the venue to guide the participants to the right meeting room.
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Figure: Meeting invitations following the ASSIST visual guidelines. The webinar invitation (left) with agenda
(March 2020) (left). Market Actors Dialogue meeting (February 2018) (middle) and Steering committee meeting
invitation with agenda (March 2020) (right)

•

•

Newsletters and printed letters for vulnerable consumers for inviting them to participate
consumer survey (as part WP4). Request was sent for thousands of consumers per email
using a professional newsletter form. The in-print ex-ante questionnaires were
disseminated for hundreds of vulnerable consumers with the help of trained ASSIST HEAs
during house visits and regional consumer events in autumn 2019.
As the ex-ante and ex-post survey results offered a lot of information with in-country
relevance about energy poverty (topic rarely researched in Finland), we decided to
organise them also in a form of a press release in Finnish (URL:
https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-184kysely_lammityskustannukset_merkittava_taloudellinen_rasite_monelle_omakotiasujalle_s
uomessa_oman_mukavuuden_kustannuksella_pidetaan_hinta_kohtuudessa) and in
English
(URL:
https://www.assist2gether.eu/news-190survey_heating_costs_a_significant_financial_burden_for_many_homeowners_in_finland)
in May 2020, and made them available on the ASSIST Finland website, and disseminated
them in project and corporative communication channels. The releases also contained
consumer quotes that were collected during the ex-post interviews. Like this we gave voice
for the interviewed vulnerable consumers. In addition, a profound survey report was created
in
Finnish
(URL:
https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/news/kyselytutkimusraportti_assist_energiakysely2
019.pdf) , with recommendations to future research on energy poverty in Finland.
Summary of communication and dissemination material in Finland
Brochures distributed in all languages
(printed and digital)
Posters distributed (printed and digital)

Printed material, all was disseminated: Cfolder brochures (75); Postcards (75), Energy
saving guides (400); Electricity saving guides
of Motiva (750)
5 copies of 1 ASSIST poster printed
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Rollups printed
Number of video/media content
disseminated.
Number of other material

1
156 (30 news posts + 116 media postings +
11 videos + 2 blog posts on external sites)
448 Ex-ante surveys with a cover letter
printed and disseminated for consumers by
HEAs. Five (5) infographics in Finnish, and
two (2) of them also in English.

Figures: A personalized in-print letter was attached when an in-print
questionnaires sent, to encourage to respond (left). The consumer the survey
form was available electronically on the website (top middle). The other
household energy survey (top middle) was larger with energy saving tips
integrated for the responders (bottom middle). Professional emailing was used
when reaching the consumers in the ASSIST email list, to encourage to answer
the survey (right).

D. T8.4 Articles, press release and press review
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Figures: A professional journalist with photoshooter made an
article about ASSIST project in the Heating association’s
magazine Lämmöllä 1/2020. ASSIST gained 4 color pages in total,
with one page for energy saving tips.

Dissemination highlight in ASSIST Finland was when the project was presented in an in -print
colour magazine “Lämmöllä 1/2020” which is being distributed to 130 000 homes in Finland. A
good estimation of the number of readers is 240.000 (by publisher). Magazine is also readable
online. Sini Numminen from VaasaETT, the coordinator of the project activities in Finland, was
interviewed for the magazine by a professional journalist about the project's approach and the
overarching topic. In addition, practical outcomes of ASSIST were demonstrated through a list
of 5 simple energy cost management tips, relevant to the Finnish context . The article is very
well written with interesting visuals (photographs taken with ASSIST rollup in the background)
and there is also a comprehensive list of relevant offices where consumers could seek for
further assistance in energy questions. Lämmöllä Magazine - that's name indicates "with
warmth" is published by Lämmitysenergia Yhdistys (LEY), which is a heating technology and
consumer association in Finland. As the magazine is disseminated to all oil-heated households
in Finland (identified as one of the energy vulnerable groups), we can say that this was the best
kind of visibility of the project. The magazine is also read by many heating technology
professionals and regulators (ASSIST office got many phone calls after the publication of this
event).
LEY also published an ASSIST article in their stakeholder magazine, concerning ASSIST
consumer survey, and on the effectiveness of energy advisory activities. The stakeholder
magazine Oiline 4/2019 reaches 3.000 readers, mainly industrial partners in the energy sector
as well as policymakers and regulators.
VaasaETT sought for further visibility by submitting a conference abstract to an international
conference, to be held in Helsinki, with 5 project partners AISFOR (IT), KAPE (PL), Ecoserveis
(SP) and VITO (BG). Name of the conference is Helsinki Sustainability Science Days
Conference in May 2020. We got accepted to present in Session 10: Social aspects of the
energy transition. The idea was to give an overview of the various communication, advisory
and engagement strategies adopted by the HEAs when meeting with vulnerable energy
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consumers, and the abstract was called “How to talk about energy saving to energy-poor?
Experiences from home advisory work of a European project Assist2gether ”. Due to the
precautions against the Covid-19 disease, the conference was unfortunately cancelled.
VaasaETT had been looking forward to present ASSIST results and meet local people
interested in the content, getting networked and identify possible future project proposals.

Figures (left): Olli Soppela from VaasaETT wrote
2 energy poverty related articles to the website
blogs of collaboration partners. Figure (right):
ASSIST results presented in a professional
stakeholder magazine by LEY (see ANNEX)

E. T8.5 European conferences. Project presentation in events
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VaasaETT promoted ASSIST project, its motivations, offers and results in many relevant
national and European conferences and networking events. In Annex, the 21 externally
organized events are included where VaasaETT has participated by networking or presenting
ASSIST (with or without a project presentation held). In addition to these, there were many
internally organized events or stakeholder meetings organized with a project presentation.
The number of ASSIST presentations given by VaasaETT was 26 (+1 cancelled due to COVID19), including conference presentations in external events and ASSIST presentations in HEA
training seminars (WP3) and energy cafés (WP5). Here, bilateral stakeholder meetings are
excluded.
Regarding European events, Anna Sahiluoma from VaasaETT, participated in the EASME
(Executive Agency for SMEs) workshop on Energy Poverty H2020 on 8 Jun 2018 in Brussels.
She participated in the event on behalf of two energy poverty projects. In the workshop, she
contributed to the discussions as a project expert but exchanged views also bilaterally on the
energy poverty and the political situation surrounding the energy poverty in Finland, with
various international stakeholders such as EPOV and DG Ener as well as o ther European
project representatives. In 19 June 2019, Olli Soppela from VaasaETT participated in EU
Sustainability energy week with two VCSC members. ASSIST project as a whole co -organised
a session a policy conference on “Multilevel and participatory action to tackle energy poverty”
with the Committee of the Regions and Climate Alliance.

ASSIST mentioned in other media or reports or presentations
International Energy Agency (IEA) quoted the energy poverty survey and its findings in its 2018
country review with the following quote: ” Energy poverty is a small, yet existing problem in Finland.
According to the Finnish Home Owners’ Association, around 5% of house owners cannot afford to
retain sufficient temperature in the whole house, and many households keep lower indoor
temperatures in some rooms to save energy. (IEA, 2018)13”. Unfortunately, only the Home Owners’
Association was mentioned by name. The quotation of the survey results in the country review of
IEA brings valuable visibility to the topic in Finland and can be considered as visibility for the project
as well. However, we consider this a very big achievement, and not only for the project visibility but
also for the cause – as mentioned, energy poverty is not a topic that is being actively debated in the
Finnish framework.
Home Owner’s Association referred to the same consumer survey in their pres entation in an online
webinar and physical seminar in September 2019, concerning the national renovation strategy
(event organised by the Finland’s Sustainable development company Motiva). (See Figure below).
ASSIST project was mentioned in the Finnish Climate and Energy Plan 201914 in sections
concerning energy poverty alleviation, with the following quote: ”The latest study, ASSIST - Support
Network for Household Energy Saving, in 2018 has been conducted by VaasaETT as a part of the
ASSIST 2GETHER –project [35]. According to the ASSIST-report, at present, there is already a
very comprehensive social support system designed to guarantee a minimum income for all in
Energy
Policies
of
IEA
Countries
–
Finland
2018
Review.
Available
at:
https://webstore.iea.org/download/direct/2372?fileName=Energy_Policies_of_IEA_Countries_Finland_2018_
Review.pdf (requires registration).
14
Finland’s Integrated Energy and Climate Plan (Publications of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Employment 2019:66). (2019). Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment of Finland.
http://julkaisut.valtioneuvosto.fi/bitstream/handle/10024/161977/TEM_2019_66.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=
y.
13
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Finland.” The reference leads to the European website ”www.assist2gether.eu”. There reference
acknowledges the existence of ASSIST, however, the paragraph is not including the full context tai
conclusions where the shortcomings are discussed.

ASSIST project is
referred two times
as a source of
information in
Chapter “Risk of
energy poverty in
Finland”

Figure: ASSIST consumer study of 2018 about energy poverty risk in Finland was mentioned
in a seminar in the presentation of Home Owner’s Association. The slide name is ”Housing
expenditure” in English.

Figures: ASSIST Finland got
the opportunity to promote
the survey also the Heating
association’s
magazine
Lämmöllä in autumn 2019
with a small news piece. This
increased the visilibility the
survey and also the projet
itself.

F. Consumer’s events
Consumers events of ASSIST in Finland
Event I:
Title ASSIST stand at “Talk about money” fair and “Talous tuuliajolla”

seminar

Date: 28/11/2018

Speakers:
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Total attendance: 111
Target audience: Vulnerable
consumers

Sp1. Employee from VaasaETT

Event II:
Title ASSIST stand at “We want future” – circular economy event
Date: 4/6/2019
Speakers:
Total attendance: 108
Sp1. Employee from VaasaETT
Target audience: General
public and vulnerable
consumers
Event III:
Title “Energianiukkuuden ilmiöt ja kokemukset Suomessa”. Market actors

dialogue event AND consumer event.
Date: 25/3/2020
Total attendance: 30 (and
around 50 people reached
via youtube/ email / website)
Target audience: All: general
public, experts, HEAs, policy
makers, anybody interested
in energy poverty alleviation in
Finland

Speakers:
Sp1. Mirva Gullman
Sp2. Senja Laakso
Sp3. Siina Lepola-Lång
Sp4. Sini Numminen
Sp5. Tuula Närvä
Sp6. Jukka-Pekka Pentikäinen
Sp7. Jukka Salden

G. Lessons learned
As mentioned, one of the main challenges within the ASSIST action in Finland was that very
little attention is being paid for energy poverty. Related to that, firstly, the term energy poverty
is not widely recognized nor supported in the public discussions. A strategic shift in the
terminology was made during the project lifetime to rephrase the project focus to energy
scarcity and the need for energy efficiency that is feasible for vulnerable groups. The challenge
of reaching the target group of trained energy tutors in the project timeline was probably
caused by the fact that the ASSIST project initially misused the word “energy povert y” or its
alleviation in the training marketing, but that expression is not very familiar or used in Finland
and there is not even an official definition of the social phenomenon. While energy savings,
energy efficiency and the high cost of energy are the most interesting topics for Finns, energy
poverty can have a negative echo. ASSIST training speaks of energy rather than poverty (cf. in
Finnish expression of energy poverty “energiaköyhyys” the main word is poverty, while it´s
energy in the English translation).
Secondly, there is very little dialogue between the stakeholders from different sectors.
Therefore, the main objectives outlined in the beginning of this national section maintained their
relevance and provided the applicable framework for the dissemination and communication
activities in Finland during the whole lifetime of the project. Thus, policy orientation and
spreading knowledge on the topic to the regulatory audience was one focal point, followed by
the promotion of cross-sectoral dialogue to build a communication bridge between the different
stakeholders. Additionally, increasingly VaasaETT aimed at bringing the voice of the actual
energy poor and vulnerable groups to be heard. During the political and high -level discussions,
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the people affected and the grassroot problems are easily forgotten and hazed. As an example,
the energy efficiency investment grants available for renewing heating systems cover around
20% of the total expenses of an energy renovation project. However, it is not realist ic project
for the poorest consumers when a ground heat pump may cost 20 000 €. And even more so in
cases where the person living off of basic social assistance are struggling to cover their
electricity bill when the distribution and tax components make up a larger proportion of the bill
than the energy itself. With these realities in mind, the communicational strategy was adapted
ad hoc to be able to reach the applicable target groups – whether it was the policy makers or
vulnerable people.
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3.2.3

Report on national-level dissemination: Italy

A. T8.1 Communication and dissemination strategy
Communication activities in Italy have been carried out by Aisfor, AU and RSE with a strategy that
includes multiple channels. Italian external communication action has focused primarily on
informing the target audiences about the project, disseminating the progress and results achieved
and providing stakeholders with documentary and reference material. Furthermore, a specific
communication objective was to reach out the general public on the mass media as the training
course of the HEA was launched, so to inform potential vulnerable consumers and potential
participant in the course from the social sector.
Once the training of HEAS was over, and they were ready to carry out their activity of supporting
vulnerable consumers, communication activity was focused on informing the mass media on both
HEAs activity and on the relevance of the network. The objective was to raise awareness on the
issues of energy poverty and vulnerability, by spreading the knowledge of an HEA’s network ready
at the local level, so to reach the broadest audience among consumers.
Specific campaigns have been launched to promote the main events organized within the scope of
the Project. The national communication plan included the following specific actions:
Type of activity
Think tank
Think tank
Dissemination of public result
Campaign on HEA training
Participation in the EASME workshop on energy poverty
Campaign on HEA training – local event
Campaign on HEA training – National event
Conference on energy poverty – European event
Workshop on HEA activities – National event
Assist Italy final conference – National event (online)

Place and date
Rome, October 26 th 2017
Milan, April 11 th 2018
Nationwide
Nationwide
Brussels, June 8 th, 2018
Milan, September 12 th, 2018
Rome, September 25 th, 2018
Barcelona, November 8 th,
2018
Rome, May 20th, 2019
April 28th, 2020

Highlights
In order to create interest and engagement since the early phase of the project, collaboration with
a media actor was agreed on thanks to which articles on the project launch and progress have
been published on the communication channels of CANALE ENERGIA and also on the national
media agency (ANSA).
In Italy, in order to create interest and engagement in the early phase of the project and to collect
opinions and ideas from stakeholders, in Italy two different ASSIST Think Tank (WP7) h ave been
organized (October 2017 and April 2018). Together with the first one, the Italian partners have
organized the first meeting of the Scientific Committee, thus creating a connection between experts
and stakeholders. The first think tank has been promoted via social media, newsletter and the
Italian ASSIST website. A campaign has been launched for the second think tank in order to inform
a specific target on the different action proposals. The campaign included 4 videos uploaded on a
sectorial online magazine and its YouTube channel further to the ASSIST website and ASSIST
dedicated section within AISFOR’s YouTube channel.
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During the project lifetime numerous articles have been published on the Italian ASSIST website in
order to disseminate the results of the reports on vulnerability, energy poverty and measures to
tackle the issue. In September 2018 a Conference has been organized in order to present the most
relevant results of the report and in order to launch the HEA training course. In the occas ion of the
conference, a campaign was launched so to reach the general public audience:


“Canale Energia” online magazine has promoted the event through a live tweet on their
twitter account and with an article containing interviews to all the partners and some
speakers of the event.



a press release was published on the Italian Project website and
sent via AU’s newsletter to the major press media in the whole
country. The press release had 14 media impacts, being published
by the Italian most important news agency ANSA and published
by the most important newspaper Corriere della Sera, with a final
overall potential reach of more than 3 million average daily unique
users and more than 500k print run.

Also two radio interviews have been released by Marina Varvesi
(AISFOR) on the ASSIST project: “C’è luce – Il sostegno al
consumatore vulnerabile” on Radio Popolare on 15th of May 2018 and
“Vuoi consumare meno e essere più green? Un Home Energy Advisor
può aiutarti” on Start Me Up on the 15 th of December 2017.
The full list of media activities related to ASSIST is available on
AISFOR’s
website
(on
the
press
release
page
https://www.aisfor.it/pagine-26-rassegna_stampa).
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• The Italian partners have organised meetings and communicated to different stakeholders such
as the Ministry of Economic Development, Regione Lazio, Milan, Parma, Padova, Bari
municipalities, consumers associations, energy companies associations, social foundations,
Voluntary Service Centre and many others for the development of the action with the engagement
of national and local energy, administrative and social service professionals. We have carried out
more than 20 meetings with different stakeholders at local, regional and national levels in order to
explain the project and explore possibilities of collaboration – adding to workshop and think tank
events.
• Members of the National Steering Committee have been contacted through mail and phone to
engage them into the communication and dissemination activities. Mailing has been an effective
channel of communication.
• The ASSIST project, through AISFOR, has also been submitted within the ASHOKA initiative
“Tackle fuel poverty” (http://tacklefuelpoverty.com/) and has been selected as one of the best 15
initiatives. The participation in the mentoring and tutoring activities of the initiatives provided to the
project useful insight, information as well as a large network of collaborations throughout Europe
further to visibility. In November 2017, AISFOR, representing ASSIST, participated in the launch
event during the 23rd session of the Conference of the Parties (COP23) in Bonn (Germany)
(http://tacklefuelpoverty.com/press-release/meet-the-15winners/) and also in the final summit in Rome at the end
of
May
2018
(http://tacklefuelpoverty.com/uncategorized/1852/).
During the two events, videos were prepared and also
an interview to Marina Varvesi available on YouTube
channel
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6e1XCMoiJQ)
• To launch the Italian HEA course, a communication campaign has been organized, with
interviews to several stakeholders and experts on ener gy poverty, belonging to both partners
organizations and other entities.
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During the HEA training, communication was focused on the dissemination of the course and to
enlarge the number of registered users and on the deliverables prepared within the proj ect. The
Italian partners, within the collaborations agreement with several stakeholders on ASSIST, have
been promoting the course (and the course follow-up
– HEA network and action) in events and meetings
throughout Italy. Amongst them, a video with Leroy
Merlin was issued to show the collaboration on
ASSIST. The video is available on the YouTube
channel
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEc79BeHCds).
Moreover, an interview by all Italian partners was
publishd on the specialistic energy magazine
“Elementi”, in order to reach the target of suppliers, distributors and all operators interested in
improving their training and ability to support vulnerable consumers.
A peer-reviewed abstract, focused on ASSIST Action planning, has been accepted for AICARR
international conference “The human dimension of building energy performance” (Venice, 20 -22
february 2019). A full article will be submitted for final review.
A peer-reviewed abstract, focused on ASSIST HEAs training, has been submitted for “Designing
sustainability for all – The LeNS world distributed conference”.
AISFOR and RSE have been invited to share their experiences in ASSIST and other Energy
Poverty projects at the workshop of ESRC JustEnergy project in London in March 2019.
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Once HEAs were ready to start, the main target of Italian partners was to reach the broad target of
households, in order to make them aware of the activity of such a new profes sional figure.
Thus, in organizing a national workshop on May 20 th to present the HEAs network and its role in
tackling energy poverty, strong emphasis was put on reaching the target of households. A press
release was published on the Italian Project website and sent via AU’s newsletter to the major
press media in the whole country. The press release had roughly 50 media impacts, being
published by one of the Italian most relevant news agency such as AND Kronos and published by
the most important national newspapers, such as Corriere della Sera, Repubblica, Sole24Ore and
La Stampa, with a final overall potential reach of more than 6 million average daily unique users
and more than 800k print run.
After the event, the media campaign has continued on the same path, in order to reach the
broadest possible audience before summer holidays. As part of the communication campaign to
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spread the activities of the TED and raise awareness on the issue of energy poverty, Marina
Varvesi of AISFOR presented the ASSIST project in the RAI TV show "Mi Manda Raitre", on third
national tv channel, in the episode of June 3. The tv show reached 328k viewer, with a share of
7,1%. The tv show was chosen because it focuses on consumer issues, and because it is usually
seen on average by older people, a specific sub-target of vulnerable consumers. The interview is
can be seen at the following link: https://www.raiplay.it/video/2019/05/Mi-manda-Raitre-2f7325bd62c4-4c54-a5e7-a86535cb0a82.html

In order to reach also the target of the social sector, which has proved to be quite reluctant,
Emiliano Battazzi of Acquirente Unico presented the HEAs activity in another interview for TV2000,
national channel of the Italian Episcopal Conference, in the episode of June 5, 2019 of "Attenti al
Lupo", reaching out roughly 115k viewers. The interview can be seen at the following link:
https://www.tv2000.it/attentiallupo/video/i-tutor-per-lenergia-domestica-entrano-in-azione/
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B. T8.2 Website and social media
Website

The Italian version of the website has been updated continuously with news and articles addressed
to the main stakeholders at local and national level. A total number of 38 articles have been
published up until today, together with 17 events. The Results section is up-to-date with the links
to each public document.
The website was also considered to be not only a showcase of the Assist activities and results, but
also as a point of reference for information on topics of vulnerability and energy poverty: articles
were published about social bonus for energy consumers; an update was also published on
measures adopted during Covid-19 emergency
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Social media
All the partners have been generating Project-related posts from their social network profiles, the
main content of which has been information about events or news about the publication of results
in the website.
The principal social networks used have been Twitter (Aisfor, AU, RSE) and Facebook (Aisfor).
AISFOR and RSE have been actively posting news on
ASSIST project social accounts (Twitter and Facebook),
promoting events organized both by partners and by
stakeholders (to which the partners were invited to promote
the project).

C. T8.3 Communication material
All public communication material (press release, rollup, brochure, poster, slide presentation and
others) have been issued in Italian and uploaded to its correspondent section on the website.
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D. T8.4 Articles, press release and press review
See Annex 1 for more information.

E. T8.5 European conferences
ASSIST has been presented at several events, both at national and international levels.
At international level, RSE has presented an extended abstract, focused on ASSIST project
segmentation and action, at BEHAVE 2018 (Zurich, September 2018).
At the national level, ASSIST has been presented in conferences and events all over the country
(e.g. at RESCoop annual conference, at “Povertà energetica: (ri)conoscerla per contrastarla”, at
“Efficienza energetica e sostenibilità ambientale: quale supporto alle fa miglie?”, etc…).

F. Consumer’s events
Event 1
Date of the event
Status
(done/planned)

Event 2

Event 3

6 Dicembre 2019

23 January 2020

March 2020

Done

Done

Planned but cancelled due to
Covid crisis
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Name or type

Consumers’s event

Consumers’s event

Consumers’s event

Location

Grassano (Matera)

Rome

Rome

The event was organized in
collaboration with AUSER a
non-profit association of the
social sector committed to
promoting the active aging
of the elderly and to
enhance their role in
society. The aim of
association is primarily to
support the elderly, but
aims also to support open
dialogue and exchange of
cultures to:
- Improve the quality of life;
- counter all forms of social
exclusion
and
discrimination,
- Supporting vulnerable
consumers,
- Spread the culture and
practice of solidarity and
participation;
- Value the experience,
skills, creativity and ideas
of the elderly;
- Develop solidarity and
exchange relationships with
younger generations.
The office of AUSER in
Grassano opened in 2007
and currently has over 90
members aged between 55
and 95. The main activities
concern:
- The management of
UPEL (Popular University
of the Free Age)
- Organization of courses
and recreational activities,
trips and social evenings
The ASSIST meeting was
held as part of the planning
of UPEL activities and the
topics addressed were:
1.
Understanding
of
electricity and gas bills
2. The comparison for a
conscious
choice
of
electricity and gas offers
3. Energy saving in the
home and incentives for the
redevelopment of plants
4. Social Bonuses
During
the
meeting,
participation
was
very
active, many participants
had their own electricity

The
event
was
organized
in
collaboration
with
SCUP (Sport & Cultura
Popolare) a social
association working on
the ground in an area of
Rome. The event was
organized
on
the
premises of SCUP (a
large
physical
environment where they
organize
numerous
activities, from social
dinners,
to
sport
lessons, from meetings
with parents of disabled
people to entertainment
activities). The event
was planned at 5.30 to
enable to attract and
engage people coming
back from work and
people going to the
SCUP premises for
sport.
The event was widely
disseminated on the
premises. Posters were
prepared and hanged in
the area.
The
event
was
organized in a very
informal
and
communicative manner
where speakers and
participants
were
seated at the tables in
the common room and
discussed the problems
of the participants and
analysed their bills.
The event attracted
about 50 participants
throughout the evening.
However due to its
formal and colloquial
approach a participant
list was not prepared
and signed.

Description
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a block of buildings managed
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the second event.
However due to lockdown in
Italy for the COVID-19 at the
end of February the event was
cancelled.
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and gas bills on which
many
questions
were
asked.
Great interest was aroused
by the intervention of the
HEA which explained how
to access social bonuses
given the important role of
the
association
and
members in transferring
social
issues
and
information to citizenship

Number
of
vulnerable
consumers
involved
%
feedback
reached

See
agenda
participants list blow

and

The meeting was attended The
meeting
was
by
more
than
50 attended by more than
participants
50 participants
50 ex-ante questionnaires
filled-in

50
ex-ante
questionnaires filled-in

G. Lessons learned

Communication activities vary greatly according to the channels and the targets. Italian
partners found more difficult to communicate at the early phase of the project - a starting
project was considered to be no news. In the early phase, it was difficult also reaching out to
social sector target, in order to make them aware of the project and of the opportunities for
training of their professional.
In later phases of the project, it was easier to attract interest from media and stakeholders – in
particular when an event was organized, and on the aftermath. Articles and news detached
from an event made a lower impact. The training of HEAs, and even more the launch of TED
activities, attracted a lot of interest – thus also proving the importance of such a professional
figure for consumers.
It was easier to attract reactions and attention by using traditional communication channels:
press releases from Acquirente Unico attracted the broad audience of newspapers, allowing
the project to reach a national target quite easily. Those press releases created emphasis and
interest on the project, and thus made it possible to move to TV interviews. TV showed to be
the most important communication channel: after two interviews, one of which at the National
Broadcaster RAI, ASSIST website visualization spiked, and several emails were received
asking for the role of the HEAs.
On the other side, social network proved to be a much complex tool to use in order to reach the
specific target of vulnerable consumers. On one hand, partners had trouble in acceding social
network, as it widely forbidden to use social networks at work; on the other hand, managing
social accounts may require a much greater amount of effort than the one foreseen. To obtain
interactions with consumers via social account proved to be quite difficult.
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3.2.4

Report on national-level dissemination: Poland

A. T8.1 Communication and dissemination strategy
In line with the strategy adopted by Polish partners and described in report D 8.6 communication
and dissemination were carried out by two partners in Poland. The biggest consumer organisation
is one of them, National Energy Conservation Agency the other. Partners have experience in
communication both with the stakeholders and with consumers, vulnerable group included.
The main assumption of our strategy:




We based way of communication on main tools we use in our work: FB, websites, direct
contact.
We based our strategy of communication to consumers on energy savings and profits
message.
We provided synergies for dissemination on FK, KAPE media and web dedicated to the
ASSIST project.

More specifically, the objectives for external communication activities were:
Key messages In communication to consumers: it is better to mindfully manage your
energy bills than just be their unconscious payer, the key is consumer awareness, willingness
and ability to assess needs and capabilities, and the necessary base of knowledge about the
market about rights and obligations as well as methods of saving and managing consumption.
Key target groups: consumers, especially vulnerable group and seniors. We have decided to
target seniors directly as a result of the analysis developed in ASSIST project and follow the
available GUS (Statistics Poland) information.
Key messages in communication to stakeholders - Implementation of the project and using
knowledge and tools developed as a project action give possibility to solve some of the poverty
problems and reasons, despite the lack of the coherent and effective system for preventing
energy poverty in Poland.
Key target groups: institutions and organizations providing assistance and support to
consumers, as well as institutions and organizations with knowledge and know-how of the
energy market and energy poverty
Highlights:
We used all communication tools available for both institutions: Federacja Konsumentów and
KAPE:





websites provided by both partners – message targeted consumers and stakeholders,
FB – mostly for consumers communication,
Posters and leaflets available in the places visited by consumers,
Direct contacts with the main stakeholders, especially with institution providing consumes
advising and support and their websites as an leverage for results dissemination. We also
used ASSIST website as a tool in effective communication with stakeholders.
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B. T8.2 Website and social media
In communication strategy we have decided to use dedicated ASSIST website as well as
websites hosted by FK and KAPE.
ASSIST project web give us possibility to show our stakeholders the overall project and
activities in the context of European level. We can demonstrate the main Polish
deliverables with the background of the project activities and results from partners’
countries. It is an opportunity to demonstrate that energy poverty is a common issue for
European citizens and working as a consortium members we have unique poss ibility for
know-how transfer and implement good practices from the other countries. It is also add
value for stakeholders in Poland.
All information common for partners, as a project description, information about partners
and developed deliverables are an background of our part of the web. It is useful that we
can publish them also in Polish.

All education and information materials are free for download and use by stakeholders,
included leaflets, posters, calculation files, movies, press release.
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In one place is an access to materials dedicated to consumers and stakeholders and
individual HEA are invited to use them. It is a promoting project card, also using separate
link and “one click” we are able to depict what the main goals are, activities in the project
and what specific materials were created to help in work with vulnerable consumers.
Despite all above common materials for all project partners we published some specific
articles and information to illustrate the work done in Poland and for c ommunication
purpose targeted stakeholders involved into project as well as attracting more institutions to
the project activities.
In the NEWS section we published 6 articles:
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In the EVENTS section we published 19 articles:
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Besides the ASSIST web we communicated project on FK and KAPE websites:
www.federacja-konsumentow.org.pl
www.kape.gov.pl
While conducting project communication, we took care of maintaining synergies between
separate tools. However to communicate with consumers we made an extensive use of the
media administrated by FK as a recognizable sources of information.
We launched the communication with the project press realise publication on ours (FK, KAPE)
and ASSIST websites. General information on project activities, goals and purpose have been
useful in communication with the stakeholders in the process of involving them to the work of
the steering committee.
As we mentioned in the previous Report D.8.6 in purpose to target specific groups we have
decided to proceed in project duration two kinds of information, targeted individual consumers,
stakeholders and entities which has a contact with potential HEA. For individual consumers we
implemented a strategy joining short tip on Federacja Konsumentów fun page with an article
on web site. Articles included EU, ASSIST logo and active link to the web section with the
information about the project.
In the scope to communication with the stakeholders we use the dedicated texts and
presentations included information about project goals, work packages, particular activities. In
mailing communication we used a link to the ASSIST website (in Polish version).
Articles for consumers with same kind on energy savings advices we have put on FK web:


How to reduce energy consumption?

http://www.federacja-konsumentow.org.pl/n,186,1407,107,1,jak-zmniejszyc-zuzycieenergii.html


Energy and gas bills – what we are paying for?

http://www.federacja-konsumentow.org.pl/n,186,1396,107,1,rachunki-za-prad-i-gaz--za-cofaktycznie-placimy.html
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Articles are linked with the tiles on the home page:

News and information about events we published mainly on the KAPE and ASSIST website.

On the section PROJECTS on both websites we dedicated area to ASSIST project, The
information included in these tabs was and still is directed mainly to stakeholder institutions.
Those sections will be active after project ends and we will publish in this place information
how the project activity is continuing as well as all project products will be available for
stakeholders and media.
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On the slide above you can see the message structure on the FK website: we have introduced
the principle of a dynamic article in which we have already added relevant information and
project results, after the project is completed we will group all products and effects in this area
so that everyone can easily reach and use them.
As a specific dissemination tool we prepared presentation about the main results:
file:///C:/Users/Administrator/Downloads/Prezentacja%20efekt%C3%B3w%20projektu.pdf
It is available under the above link however we would like to show two the most important
slides which we hope would be interesting for institution that declared cooperation in project
and for institution and organizations which would like to join our activity targeted vulnerable
consumers in future.
ASSIST in numbers:
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This short, compressed information on the slide below is our “ticket” to ensure durability of the
project:
What we can offer as a results of the project;
Knowledge




about the vulnerable consumer and their home
how and where to look for savings
how vulnerable consumers are protected in Europe

Tools and products:





Online course,
saving calculator (in Excel file )
Movies for consumers,
10 leaflets

Team:
 experienced team of FK and KAPE,
 advisors from various institutions,
 coalition of the stakeholders.
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Despite the articles for stakeholders and media one of the sections on FK website is dedicated
to consumers and included articles about energy market and consumers rights. We also
published articles for consumers under the ASSIST project in this area. For individual the most
important in looking for information is easy way to find it, so we have published it on consumer
zone. It is dynamic part of our website, obligatory actual and updated, it will be also useful for
consumers
after
the
project
will
be
finished,;
http://www.federacjakonsumentow.org.pl/186,energia-elektryczna-i-gaz.html
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Channels used to posts in social media.
We implement information about project on KAPE and FK Facebook page and KAPE twitter
account:
https://www.facebook.com/KAPE.SA.Polska
www.facebook.com/dlakonsumentow
We have published following posts:
Reach/Number
of
copies/follower
s/assistents

Date

20.04.2020

Link

555 (post FB Event on FB
range)
https://www.facebook.com/events/220367785718192/

08/07/2019

KAPE FB
www.facebook.com/dlakonsumentow

11.05.2018

2178 (FB post
http://www.federacja-konsumentow.org.pl/232,rachunki-za-prad-i-gaz-range)
za-co-faktycznie-placimy.html

26.10.2018

1309

https://www.facebook.com/dlakonsumentow/photos/a.5492506551307
98/1867911193264731/?type=3&theater

29/11/2017

Fb

https://www.facebook.com/assist2gether/posts/796944167158588

29/11/2017

Twitter

https://twitter.com/Assist2gether/status/935865913693364224

29/11/2017

Fb

https://www.facebook.com/KAPE.SA.Polska/posts/1579572408766
922

29/11/2017

Twitter

https://twitter.com/KAPEPolska/status/935873965389737984

Under the WP6 we publised promoted post on FB:
Date
planned

Video
no.

Text
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Do you think your electricity bills are too high? Wondering if replacing
bulbs with LEDs makes sense? It seems that your fridge consumes more
2019-06- electricity than other home appliances put together? Write us a private
25 message (or call +xx xxx xxx xxx). Home Energy Advisor is waiting to help
you checking your tariff and counting how to save electricity and money.
#assist2gether #energypoverty #saveonenergy

2

2019-0625

You probably already know that you can change the energy supplier. But
do you remember that even after changing it for a cheaper one your
network and distribution costs will not change?
2019-07Want to know more? Write us a private message (or call +xx xxx xxx xxx).
02
Home Energy Advisor is waiting to help you changing a supplier and
counting how to save electricity and money.
#assist2gether #energypoverty #saveonenergy

1

2019-0704

The LED produces light in a specific colour depending on the type of
material from which the semiconductor is made. Moreover, LED doesn’t
produce heat, you can notice it not only by bringing your hand closer, but
2019-07- also by paying a lower electricity bill. Want to know more? Write us a
09 private message (or call +xx xxx xxx xxx). Home Energy Advisor is waiting to
help you switching light sources and counting how to save electricity and
money.
#assist2gether #energypoverty #saveonenergy

6

2019-0709

The correct temperature in the freezer should not be lower than -19°C and what about the fridge?
If you don't know our advisor will be happy to answer this and other
2019-07questions. Write us a private message (or call +xx xxx xxx xxx). Home
16
Energy Advisor is waiting to help you counting how to save electricity and
money on your fridge.
#assist2gether #energypoverty #saveonenergy

3

2019-0716

Considering energy supplier change, but worried that new offer ma be not
2019-07- really beneficial? Write us a private message (or call +xx xxx xxx xxx), we
23 will help you checking the conditions.
#assist2gether #energypoverty #saveonenergy

7

2019-0723

Unfair market practices - do not be fooled. Before you sign - remember to
read the contract and if you are not sure - get help from an adviser. Write
2019-07us a private message (or call +xx xxx xxx xxx), we will help you checking the
30
contract.
#assist2gether #energypoverty #saveonenergy

8

2019-0730

Do you think your electricity bills are too high? Maybe it's worth changing
the tariff.
2019-08- Do you want to make energy audit and learn how to save energy?
06 Write us a private message (or call +xx xxx xxx xxx), we will help you
checking the contract.
#assist2gether #energypoverty #saveonenergy

9

2019-0806
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Electricity bill. Everyone receives it but hardly anyone understands what
and how much they pay. Our advisers will help you not only understand
2019-08- the content, but also advise how to save electricity and money.
13 Write us a private message (or call +xx xxx xxx xxx), we will help you
checking the contract.
#assist2gether #energypoverty #saveonenergy

10

2019-0813

Everyone has habits. Some can be changed to save energy. You can use
program, to start washing machine or dishwasher only when it's full.
2019-08- If you want to know more about simple steps to save energy, write us a
20 private message (or call +xx xxx xxx xxx), we will help you checking the
contract.
#assist2gether #energypoverty #saveonenergy

5

2019-0820

Most of us know energy labels. However, it's worth looking at additional
2019-08- info, not only the colored stripes.
27 Write us a private message (or call +xx xxx xxx xxx), we will share useful
information with you.

4

2019-0827

C. T8.3 Communication material
List of the materials and visual examples
Summary of communication and dissemination material in POLAND
Brochures distributed in all Polish(digital)
https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/risultati/brochure_pl.pdf
Posters distributed (printed and digital)
Number of video/media content disseminated.
Number of other material
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUapU1tfIH4&t=13s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LE2ho8IJpo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yD-0aE-oZw8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Op9xfx6kAEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVWwR9AJwHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ob550MOoww
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87MWWcNdTj4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg4LyzZBXuU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no8YqHfgqGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_VJzEevOcs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X85Jjr9iatE

1
1
11
10 leaflets

Video examples:
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Information (posters, leaflets) available in Polish – examples:
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D. T8.4 Articles, press release and press review
As the effect of the interested and useful tools and results of the project we had great
opportunity to publish the information about project in two popular on the energy market area;


Nape (National Conservation Energy Agency) website



bulletin of the PTPIRE (Polish Power Transmission and Distribution Association ) – paper
version
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E. T8.5 European conferences. Project presentation in events
As we mentioned in the Report D.8.6 one of the method of cooperation with the stakeholders
is our participation in conferences and meeting and presentation consumer needs and
regards. ASSIST activities are very closely connected with situation of the individual
consumers in Poland – we include project information to presentations.
Participation
in a
22.05.2018
Collegium
conference
Seminarium Energetyczne Civitas

FK presentation on energy poverty,
market segmentation and ASSIST
project

FK information on ASSIST project,
Participation
Towarzyst discussion about influence of market
in a
23.05.2018
Panel dyskusyjny
wo Obrotu
liberalisation to the vulnerable
conference
Rynkowy - konsumencki Energią
consumers
Workshop on Provision of
Highly Efficient Heating
Participation
and Cooling Solutions for
in a
7-8.11.1017
Residential Buildings with
conference
Focus on Eastern EU
Member States

FK presentation on Energy efficiency
European and vulnerable consumers in consumer
Commissi
organisation campaigns (included
on, DG
ASSIST project)
JRC

F. Consumer’s events
Event 1
Date of the event

Status (done/planned)
Name or type

Event 2

7 April 2020
We planned two meetings for vulnerable consumers under the social
welfare centers care. We were ready for one event in Warsaw (in local
cultural center) and for one in a satellite village (in local governments’
hall).
However lockdown in Poland effected arrangements.
We decided to join up both events and conduct virtual meeting with
Warsaw social welfare assistance in recruitment.
done
Virtual event
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Location
Description

Number of vulnerable
consumers involved
% feedback reached

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUapU1tfIH4&t=2s
channel hosted by Federacja Konsumentów
We organized a meeting during total lockdown, in a situation
particularly felt as a threat by the elderly. Stay at home – was
addressed especially to seniors. Nobody was prepared for mental
consequences of the situation, especially the elderly, who already often
live alone.
There is a significant group of seniors who is active in every day life by
attending to a variety of lectures, meeting, courses organized by local
culture centers or the University of the Third Ages. In the lockdown they
lost this possibility and framework for everyday activities. They felt
threatened by virus spread and lonely.
We (as consumer organization) were worried about their ability to pay
bills (including energy one) by home banking and we suspected unfair
selling (energy) companies inclination to use changes to urge seniors
during telephone selling to change the energy agreement. We were
afraid that for seniors it would be difficult to cancel the contract
because of problems in official communication.
We decided to organize consumer events dedicated to the issue –
crucial for them in the first phase of lockdown.
Warsaw welfare center helped us in recruiting seniors by using
telephone and e-mail communication. They informed about event by
volunteers who delivers food to seniors in Warsaw. Volunteers gave
the people under the welfare centers care leaflet abou t the event, with
the short guidelines how to join it and with the phone contact to us and
consumers’ advisors.
Seniors have been invited by local consumers’ advisors too.
As the result 208 people participated in event, 226 in total watched
video and it is still available.
We planned two events, for 50 participants each, we organized one by
for 200 people.
We reached 75% feedback from consumers invited to the events by
consumer’s advisors.
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Reporting consumer events we would inform that we included to our communication
strategy methods of direct contact with individual consumers. FK and KAPE have
competence and knowledge necessary for direct communication. Based on our experience
we have selected and implemented the following methods:
Poster and fact sheets available in the waiting room at the FK office in Warsaw. In this
place consumers who wait for the appointment with advisor can read our leaflets.
Elaborating Fact sheets for WP6 we put the draft and ask consumers what they think about
articles, subject and design. We implemented their remarks and needs.
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Energy café at the Energy Bus
„Energy Bus” – mobile education and information center against climate change, described
in 6.2.5 was a part of ASSIST action.

Figure 2 Energy café at energy bus

Energy Bus is usually a part of outside local events in the municipalities in different part
of Poland. It allowed us to expand ASSIST knowledge among residents in order to
reach the largest group of vulnerable consumers. Already in 2018, about 150 people
visited Energy Bus .
During such events and meeting all printed materials (leaflets, posters) have
been available for consumers.

G. Lessons learned
While conducting communication intended for a wide group of recipients, including
vulnerable consumers, we should focus on the message referring to specific, important
everyday issues (e.g. an energy bill or consumer redress). Movies, drawings,
infographic are as important as the content of the message.
In communication with stakeholders, an important factor is the indication of project
effects, interesting, available for use.
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3.2.5

Report on national-level dissemination: Spain

A. T8.1 Communication and dissemination strategy
Communication activities in Spain comprise the actions carried out by Ecoserveis and Cooperativa
Elèctrica d’Alginet (ADEE). Spanish external communication efforts were focused on informing the
target audiences about the project, disseminating the progress and results achieved and providing
stakeholders with documentary and reference material.
Key messages:
•
•

Energy poverty is a two-side issue: energetic and social.
Energy market should facilitate active incorporation of energy poverty and vulnerable
consumers.

Key target groups:
The three main target groups of our communication activities were local authorities, energy
actors and vulnerable consumers. Media and other stakeholders were addressed as multipliers
of the key messages and in order to reach the primary audiences.
Highlights
Specific campaigns were launched to promote the main events organized within the scope of the
Project.
• On 20th February 2018 a campaign was launched to disseminate the first National Committee
Meeting (WP5) and ASSIST first Spanish Think Tank (WP7). The campaign included promotional
material in Spanish and Catalan distributed by mail and published online and disseminated through
partner’s and collaborators channels, publication in key collaborator’s agenda and social media
posts, as well as the generation of multimedia content (a brief interview to the members of the
National Committee) for the social networks.
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• On the occasion of the Energy Week (4-8 June
2018) a small campaign was launched in order to
disseminate the main WP2 reports on energy
poverty. A brief article in Spanish was published at
the national Project website and a tweet in Catalan
from Ecoserveis account promoted the content, with
a total 577 impressions and 19 interactions
registered.

• A specific national campaign, consisting on a press release published at the Project website
and sent by mail, as well as posts on social networks from Ecoserveis, was prepared for the
beginning of the training action in Barcelona. The press release had 5 media impacts and was
published at the website of one key stakeholder.
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• On a the scope of communication directly designed for the action, we organised meetings and
communicated to different stakeholders such as the Barcelona City Council, the Maresme County
Council, Barcelona Provincial Council (Diputació de Barcelona), Generalitat de Catalunya (Social
services, work department from the regional government), Federation of organisations of the social
sector (Taula del Tercer Sector Social), national Qualification Institute (INCUAL) for the
development of the action with the engagement of local health and social service professionals.
More than 20 meetings with different stakeholders at local, regional and national levels in order to
explain the project and explore possibilities of collaboration.
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• Members of the National Steering Committee were contacted through mail and phone to
engage them into the communication and dissemination activities. They replicated press releases
in their corporative websites and were actively engaged through social networks. Mailing was an
effective channel of communication.
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• Ecoserveis prepared a Spanish and Catalan press release to promote HEA training in Mataró
(Barcelona). It was addressed to social service professionals and local nearby administrations and
was distributed among local media.
• An Instagram history was prepared as a material to participate in the EU in My Region
communication campaign and contest organised by the European Commission. This social
network was chosen as it has been proved as a good tool for storytelling content. The campaign
was also disseminated from Twitter and Facebook. I was reposted in March 2020, when it reached
70 accounts. The reach for the previous campaign cannot be reported due to technical issues.
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• A press campaign was developed between March and April 2020 to foster participation in the
Facebook Virtual Community (WP6). A press release was issued and sent to local and small
printed and digital media. The objective was to reach a wider range of people in vu lnerability
situation that might not be using Facebook as a first choice, as was the situation with most of the
participants of the actions in Valencia and Barcelona. A Facebook contest was prepared and
people were invited to follow and participate in the channel. A pressure cooker and two discount
vouchers for the purchase of efficient appliances were raffled among the participants.
The press releases achieved 24 impacts, with a potential reach of over 50.000 readers among all
the headers from the media reached, according to Mustat website, and at least 1.540 confirmed
unique readers from the data submitted by 5 of the media that published the press release.
As a result of the campaign, the virtual community gained 30 new followers during the period in
which it was active. This number is notably higher that the regular monthly performance since the
opening of the page.
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• For the project closing in Spain, members of the VCSC were invited with great success to share
an article on their corporative websites and social media: At least 5 of them published or share the
article by the time of closing this document. The article was also published in ASSIST website in
Spanish.

The article was published as well in other relevant online sites, such as the Ministry for Foreign
Action, Institutional Relations and Transparency of Catalonia (including a hihglight in their
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newsletter) or Energías Renovables, page with an average of 3,193 daily visitors according to
mustat:

B. T8.2 Website and social media
Website
The Spanish version of the website was updated frequently with news and articles addressed
to the main stakeholders at local and national level. A total of 35 news and 18 events were
posted at each correspondent section. The Results section is up-to-date with the links to each
public document. Where applicable, documents were translated to Spanish.
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Social media
Both partners (Ecoserveis and ADEE) generated Project-related posts both from ASSIST
channels and from their corporative social network profiles, the main content of which was
information about events or news about the publication of results in the website. The best
feedback outcome was achieved by engaging strategies such as previously identifying strong
active key accounts and tagging them during the live coverage of the events.
The principal social networks used have been Twitter, LinkedIn (Ecoserveis) and Facebook
(Ecoserveis and ADEE). A total of 40 tweets were generated from Ecoserveis Twitter account
mentioning ASSIST profile.

C. T8.3 Communication material
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All public communication materials (press release, rollup, brochure, poster, slide presentation and
others) were translated to Spanish and uploaded to its correspondent section at the website.
Additionally, some specific materials were prepared in Catalan to support HEA training, such as
the practical guidelines addressed to home care service professionals, availabl e here. Catalan
language was taken into account to more effectively engage local professionals into the project.

D. T8.4 Articles, press releases and press review
See Annex 1 for more information.

E. T8.5 European conferences, project presentation in events
•

National Congress on Environmental Education, in Girona, November 2018
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The Spanish implementation of the European project ASSIST was selected as an educational
experience in the Congress.

•

Covenant of Mayors workshop in Brussels, November 2019
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The event brought together a selected group of some 20 high -level stakeholders from across
Europe, and ASSIST project was selected. Marta Garcia from Ecoserveis represented the
Consortium during the meeting.
•

Engager training school in Barcelona, June 2019

ASSIST project was presented at ENGAGER training school. ENGAGER is a COST Action
(CA16232) European Energy Poverty: Agenda Co-Creation and Knowledge Innovation
(ENGAGER). The training school entitled Mobilising data for Energy Poverty Research and Action
aimed to develop skills for mapping, evaluating and making use of unconventional, unstructured
data sources; and to provide tools for realising the potential of untapped data for enhanced energy
poverty research, communication and action.
•

Working days on Family Financial Education and Energy Poverty in León, May 2019
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The ASSIST project training experience and HEA profile was explained as part of Ecoserveis
participation in the debate about the Spanish National Strategy against Energy Poverty. A video of
the intervention is available here.
•

Presentation at the Master on Innovation in Social Interventions, February -March 2019

The project was presented during a student debate related t o the detection, management and
intervention by the social sector around energy poverty. The students of the master's degree in
"Innovation in educational social intervention" received a theoretical basis in energy vulnerability
and made proposals to improve the usual intervention techniques in such cases.
•

Mention during Ecoserveis participation at COP25 in Madrid, December 2019
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During the intervention by Marta García, from Ecoserveis, a link was established between climate
change and energy poverty building from the following idea: gaps and disconnects between
climate adaptation and energy poverty reduction frameworks undermine efforts to cushion the
energy poverty impact of climate change. In this context Ecoserveis mentioned the importance of
initiatives such as the ASSIST project.

F. Consumers events
A total of 5 events for vulnerable consumers were organized in Spain
Event 1
Date of the
event
Status
(done/plann
ed)
Name
or
type
Location

Event 2

Event 3

28/11/2019

04/12/2019

12/12/2019

Done

Done

Done

Energy café: Get ready for
winter

Energy café: Get
ready for winter

Energy café: Get ready for
winter

Barcelona

Barcelona

Barcelona
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Description

In order to make
an
attractive
energy cafe to
vulnerable
consumers, the
topic was "Get
In order to make an attractive Ready for Winter",
energy cafe to vulnerable with the aim of
consumers, the topic was "Get giving advice on
Ready for Winter", with the aim improving comfort
of giving advice on improving during winter and
comfort during winter and avoiding cold in
avoiding cold in the home.
the home.
It was organized in Nou Barris,
a neighborhood in Barcelona

Number of
vulnerable 6
consumers
involved
% feedback
100% (onsite,
reached
questionnaire)

not through

It
targeted
vulnerable
consumers from
PAEs (Barcelona
Energy Advisory
Points), a city
council
service
that
advises
consumers
on
improving home
energy uses and
saving on energy
bills. This activity
did not reached
the
expected
attendees.

In order to make an attractive
energy cafe to vulnerable
consumers, the topic was
"Get Ready for Winter", with
the aim of giving advice on
improving comfort during
winter and avoiding cold in
the home.
It was organized in an
assisted dwelling for old
people which ensured a high
level of participation.

2

16

100% (onsite, not
through
questionnaire)

100% (onsite, not through
questionnaire)
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Event 4

Event 5

Date of the
29/01/2020
12/02/2020
event
Status
Done
Done
(done/planned)
Name or type
Energy Café: Understanding your bills Energy Café: Efficient consumption
and saving money
and bill savings
Location
Alginet
Alginet
Description

The energy café was organized
together with the Alginet’s women and
culture association. This association is
The energy café was organized formed mainly by women who,
together with the Alginet’s Retiree generally, are those who spend the
Association, understanding that this is most time at home and, therefore,
one of the well identified vulnerable those who have most of the control
groups.
over how and how much energy is
used at home.
The content and intention of the
energy café was twofold. On one hand The content and intention of the
we tried to explain and clarify all the energy café was twofold. On one hand
terms included in an energy bill, so we tried to explain and clarify all the
that the attendees could identify what terms included in an energy bill, so
they are paying for and improve their that the attendees could identify what
contract in terms of tariffs and they are paying for and improve their
contracted power. On the other hand contract in terms of tariffs and
we also provided several tips and contracted power. On the other hand
advices on how to make an efficient we also provided several tips and
energy use so that they could adjust advices on how to make an efficient
and try to change their energy energy use so that they could adjust
behavior to save some money day by and try to change their energy
day.
behavior to save some money day by
day.
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Number
of
vulnerable
47
consumers
involved
%
feedback 100%
(onsite,
reached
questionnaire)

22
not

through 100%
(onsite,
questionnaire)

not

through

G. Lessons learned
Social networks proved to be a very efficient way to communicate with some of the targeted
audiences but not with all of them. Twitter was ideal for local and national authorities, companies
and other organisations and we were able to both reach them and engage them as multipliers
through their accounts in this channel. Facebook, on the other hand, was initially thou gh as a
potent tool to reach vulnerable consumers, but the reality was that most of them didn’t have access
to it because of limitations such as the lack of a computer, smartphone or connectivity.
Online channels were a complementary tool for the person-to-person communication, which was
the most effective way to engage people with the project. Personalised mails were more effective
than the general ones but they also required more time to be sent, and for that reason they were
reserved for key events and milestones.
The close collaboration with local administrations was a good opportunity to foster the media
impact and articles related to the actions developed with those organisations obtained a higher
visibility. Events and results were also good impact-generators and those publications directly
related with them were the most effective in terms of media impacts.
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3.2.6

Report on national-level dissemination: United Kingdom

A. T8.1 Communication and dissemination strategy
Communication activities of ASSIST in the UK will center attention on the dissemination
towards local public authorities and energy actors, without ignoring other key target groups.
Emphasis will be put on:


Informing and communicating the results of ASSIST to public and private
organisations and entities which could be interested.

More specifically, UK external communication efforts will be focused on informing the target
audiences about the project, disseminating the progress and results achieved and providing
stakeholders with documentary and reference material.
More specifically, the objectives for external communication activities are:







To publish and update ASSIST UK website.
To adapt ASSIST’s journalistic description and press releases and generation of
national journalistic material following the guidelines for specific communication
campaigns.
To distribute journalistic content through a news distribution service to reach a greater
number of media.
To translate (when necessary) and publish the dissemination material.
To celebrate dissemination events.

Key messages:


Energy poverty is a two-sided issue: energy and social.



Energy market should facilitate active incorporation of energy poverty and vulnerable
consumers.

Key target groups:
The three main target groups of our communication activities will be local authorities, energy
actors and vulnerable consumers. Media and other stakeholders will be addressed as
multipliers of the key messages and in order to reach the primary audiences.
More specific target groups are:
1. Media: Press contacts of SWEA, digital/social media
2. Other stakeholders: CCP
3. Public authorities & EU policymakers: Local Authorities across Gloucestershire and South
Gloucestershire, NHS
4. Vulnerable consumers

Highlights:
Many fuel poor have multiple needs, so working alongside frontline support groups is of
strategic importance. As a result, highlights include the multiple events held in partnership with
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vulnerable customer support groups across the Gloucestershire region, including the following
specialist groups:






Dementia support
Deaf association
Police Special Community Constables
Learning disability team
Adult social care teams

By connecting with these groups the ASSIST project was able to promote the importance of
improving home energy behaviours, and reach many more vulnerable customers engaged with
the social care system.

B. T8.2 Website and social media
We have posted press releases, news articles, blog posts and events on the Severn Wye
website and the national ASSIST website in order to reach both Severn Wye stakeholders and
those actively following the ASSIST programme.

Across Twitter and Facebook, we use two social channels to disseminate ASSIST activity to
distinct target audiences:
1. The @Severn_Wye corporate channel that communicates widely to a broad range of
national (and international) energy actors and partner organisations.
2. The @WarmandWell channel relates to a fuel poverty advice project that Severn Wye runs
separately across the region. These social connect more effectively to our vulnerable
customer and local authority fuel poverty service target audiences.
Social media has been used regularly and in campaign-form throughout the project, mirroring
the messaging and focus of campaigns used by project partne rs across Europe.
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Date

Description

Media

17/10/201
8

Scheduled week of ASSIST
tweets ahead of HEA
training and Genk mtg
Team meeting at Right to
Energy forum
Dissemination at
FEDARENE
HEA training

Twitter / LinkedIn /
Facebook

19/06/201
9
23/05/201
9
26/03/201
9
22/03/201
9
05/11/201
9
19/11/201
9
26/11/201
9
03/12/201
9
10/12/201
9
12/11/201
9

Reac
h

Link
https://w w w .tw itter.com/Severn_Wye

Twitter / LinkedIn /
Facebook
Twitter / LinkedIn /
Facebook
Twitter / LinkedIn /
Facebook
Twitter / LinkedIn /
Facebook
Facebook / Twitter

655

https://tw itter.com/Severn_Wye/status/11
41353172960731137

359

https://tw itter.com/Severn_Wye/status/11
31522332240109568

885

https://tw itter.com/Severn_Wye/status/11
10513017182134273

509

https://tw itter.com/Severn_Wye/status/11
09108780233641984

30

https://w w w .facebook.com/WarmandWell
AdviceLine/videos/3504353232938573/

Facebook / Twitter

327

https://w w w .facebook.com/WarmandWell
AdviceLine/videos/533658550524885/

Facebook / Twitter

7000

https://w w w .facebook.com/WarmandWell
AdviceLine/videos/1730445440418921/

ASSIST Video: LEDs

Facebook / Twitter

2100

https://w w w .facebook.com/WarmandWell
AdviceLine/videos/428861984723239/

ASSIST Video: Freezer
temp
ASSIST Video: Unfair
market practices

Facebook / Twitter

6600

https://w w w .facebook.com/WarmandWell
AdviceLine/videos/436358893706668/

Facebook / Twitter

658

https://w w w .facebook.com/WarmandWell
AdviceLine/videos/3355392821167737/

HEA training
ASSIST Video: Switching
Supplier
ASSIST Video: Electricity
bill
ASSIST Video: Habits

C. T8.3 Communication material
Summary of communication and dissemination material in the UK
Brochures
distributed in
all languages
(printed and
digital)
Posters
distributed
(printed and
digital)
Rollups
printed

https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/risultati/brochure_low.pdf

https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/risultati/poster_a2_print.pdf
https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/risultati/drop_in_poster_v1_0.pdf
event posters (customisable) produced to promote HEA drop-ins
https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/risultati/rollup.pdf
https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/risultati/drop_in_roller_banner_web.pdf
2 roll-ups produced

Number of
video/media
content
disseminated.
https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/risultati/hea_ad_2019.pdf
Number of
other material https://www.assist2gether.eu/documenti/risultati/assist_w_w_genericp.pdf
16,000 flyers to vulnerable customers

D. T8.4 Articles, press release and press review
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E. T8.5 European conferences. Project presentation in events
1
2

RELEVANT EXTERNAL EVENTS WITH ASSIST PARTICIPATON
Federene General Assembly 23may 2019
SWEA’s CEO Simone Lowthe-Thomas attended to sharing information on ASSIST with EU
partners.
Right to Energy Forum 19/6/19 Brussels
SWEA ASSIST Co-ordinator Eileen O’Haire and Neil Penny NHS Clinical Commisioning
Group, attended round table discussion on ‘What works to fight energy poverty in different
EU countries?’

A. Consumer’s events
Consumers events of ASSIST
Event I: Energy Advice talk – Gloucestershire Deaf Assoc
Title Saving Energy at Home
Date: 6/2/20
Speakers:
Total attendance: 32
Sp1. Eileen O’Haire
participants
Sp2. Shelley Bird
Target audience: Profoundly
deaf people using BSL sign
language
Event II: Energy Advice surgery- Baby Bank Freecycle event
Title; How to Save Energy at Home
Date: 26/9/19
Speakers:
Total attendance: 45
Sp1. Melissa Spiers
participants
Sp2.
Target audience: low income
families with small children
Event III: Energy advice talk – Inclusion Hub
Title; Keeping well at home (2 events)
Date: 27/7/19 & 12/6/19
Speakers:
Total attendance: 32
Sp1. Eileen O’Haire
participants
Sp2.
Target audience: people with
learning disabilities and their
carers
Event IV: Energy Advice talk - Rural Lunch Clubs
Title; Keep well at Home Talk (3 events)
Date: 30/4/19 & 24/4/19 &
10/4/19
Total attendance: 39
participants
Target audience: Elderly VCs in
rural communities

Speakers:
Sp1. Eileen O’Haire
Sp2. Roz Wisniewski
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Event V: Energy Advice talk-St Peters Social Club
Title; Energy Advice for the hoem
Date: 4/7/19
Speakers:
Total attendance: 20
Sp1. Phil Taylor
participants
Sp2. Dan Millin
Target audience: Elderly (over
60’s)
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4. General lessons learned


Storytelling is a powerful tool to approach and more strongly engage key audiences.
Communication and dissemination actions are more effective if involved actors are able
to emotionally connect with them.



Person-to-person communication is a strong communication tool that requires a
consensual speech about the main messages in the early stages of the project.



Proper communication channels need to be activated and continuously updated to
properly reach audiences. Tailored communication materials offer a good support in this
sense.



Local media are natural collaborators to reach vulnerable consumers with non or limited
access to internet or social networks. Alliances work better when stablished at the
beginning of the action.



It is difficult for partners to keep the updating dynamics of the different communication
channels. A “less is more” policy is in some cases a more effective way to gain impact
and engage partners in communication activities.



There should be a well-defined role for corporative communication channels of partners
to avoid duplicated efforts or underrepresentation of the project’s channels.
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Annex 01. Visual report on ASSIST public results dissemination actions
Main ASSIST outputs

Leading
partner

ACTIONS PROPOSED
Specific com m unication cam paign detailing:
Partners’ role, Upload on project w ebsite, Press
release, Presentation in events organised by the
partners and by other stakeholders, Posts on
social netw orks, Mailing.

D2.1 Best practice guide
on financial m easures

When
M12

To w hom
 Vulnerable consumers
 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector

M12
D2.2 Report on
Vulnerable Consum ers
and Energy Poverty
D2.3 Report on “National
and European m easures
addressing vulnerable
consum ers and energy
poverty”
D2.4 National qualitative/
quantitative m arket
surveys on vulnerable
consum ers / energy
poverty

SWEA

Specific com m unication cam paign detailing:
Partners’ role, Upload on project w ebsite, Press
release, Presentation in events organised by the
partners and by other stakeholders, Posts on
social netw orks, Mailing.

Upload on project w ebsite and on HEA ICT
communication platform. Presentation in events
organised by the partners and by other
stakeholders. Posts on social netw orks,
Journalistic article, Mailing.

D2.5 Vulnerable
Consum ers and Fuel
Poverty Report

Specific com m unication cam paign. Press
release. / Upload on project w ebsite and on HEA
ICT comm. platform. / Presentation in events
organised by the partners and by other
stakeholders. / Posts on social netw orks,
Journalistic article, Mailing.

D3.1 HEA Qualification
Schem e

Specific com m unication cam paign. Upload on
EU and nationals project w ebsites and on HEA
ICT communication platform.

D3.2 HEA Guidelines
D3.3 Public HEA training
Report

AISFOR

Holding of the course in each country.
Upload on project w ebsite and on HEA ICT
communication platform. /Presentation in events.
/ Posts on social netw orks.

M12

 Other stakeholders

M12

 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector
 Public authorities & EU
policymakers

M12

 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector
 Public authorities & EU
policymakers

M15

 Educational training
actors
 Energy industrial sector

M15
M18

 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector

ACTIONS EXECUT ED
Campaign prepared and shared w ith partners.
Result + article posted on ASSIST w ebsite
Result printed and exhibited in European Citizen’s Energy Forum
Posted on Publenef tool
Linked from partner’s corporative w ebsites and social netw orks
Published at EPOV
Result + article distributed to all members of National Committees
Campaign prepared and shared w ith partners.
Result + article posted on ASSIST w ebsite
Result printed and exhibited in European Citizen’s Energy Forum
Linked from partner’s corporative w ebsites and social netw orks
Published at EPOV
Result + article distributed to all members of National Committees
Campaign prepared and shared w ith partners.
Result + article posted on ASSIST w ebsite
Result printed and exhibited in European Citizen’s Energy Forum
Linked from partner’s corporative w ebsites and social netw orks
Mailing: ongoing.
Campaign prepared and shared w ith partners.
Result + article posted on ASSIST w ebsite
Result printed and exhibited in European Citizen’s Energy Forum
Linked from partner’s corporative w ebsites and social netw orks
Mailing: ongoing
Campaign prepared and shared w ith partners.
Result + article posted on ASSIST w ebsite
Result printed and exhibited in European Citizen’s Energy Forum
Linked from partner’s corporative w ebsites and social netw orks
Mailing: ongoing
Published at EPOV
Result + article distributed to all members of National Committees
Campaign prepared and shared w ith partners.
Result + article posted on ASSIST w ebsite
Result printed and exhibited in European Citizen’s Energy Forum
Linked from partner’s corporative w ebsites and social netw orks
Mailing: ongoing
Result + article distributed to all members of National Committees
Result posted on ASSIST w ebsite
Linked from partner’s corporative w ebsites and social netw orks.
Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
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Main ASSIST outputs

Leading
partner

ACTIONS PROPOSED

D4.7 Final report on HEA
Netw ork Activity and
Saved Energy and
Increased Com fort Level

Upload on project w ebsite and on HEA ICT
communication platform. /Presentation in events.
/ Posts on social netw orks.
Uploaded on project w ebsite and HEA ICT
communication platform. / Posts on social
media. / Presentation at events.
Linked from project w ebsite /Presentation in
events. / Dissemination through w ebsite and
social media. / Mailing
Upload on project w ebsite and on HEA ICT
communication platform. /Presentation at
events. / Posts on w eb and social netw orks.
/Mailing.
Upload on project w ebsite and on HEA ICT
communication platform. /Presentation at
events. / Posts on w eb and social netw orks.
Press release. / Upload on project w ebsite and
on HEA ICT communication platform.
/Presentation at events. / Posts on w eb and
social netw orks. /Mailing.

D 5.1 Vulnerable
consum ers m arket
segm entation report

Specific com m unication cam paign. Upload on
project w ebsite and on HEA ICT communication
platform. /Presentation at events.

D 5.3 ASSIST Action
National Reports

Press release. / Upload on project w ebsite and
on HEA ICT communication platform.
/Presentation at events. / Posts on social
netw orks. /Mailing.

D4.1 HEA Netw ork
Guidelines
D4.2 ICT system
D4.3 ASSIST ICT System
Manual
D4.4 HEA m onitoring
m echanism for saved
energy and increased
com fort level

VAASA
ETT

D4.5 HEA Training
Follow -Up Report

RSE SPA

D 5.4 ASSIST Action
Report

Upload on project w ebsite and on HEA ICT
communication platform. /Presentation at
events. / Posts on social netw orks. /Mailing.

D 5.5 Final ASSIST
Action Report

Press release, upload on project w ebsite and on
HEA ICT communication platform, presentation
at events, posts on social netw orks, mailing.

D6.1 Videos/tutorials

FK

Upload on project w ebsite and on HEA ICT
communication platform, presentation at events,

When

To w hom

ACTIONS EXECUT ED

M15

 Vulnerable consumers
 Other stakeholders

Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented.

M15

 Vulnerable consumers

Linked at the w ebsite and disseminated through social media and
other channels.

M15

 Vulnerable consumers
 Other stakeholders

Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented.

M15

 Vulnerable consumers
 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector

Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented.

M15

 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector

Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented.

M36

 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector
 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector

M13

M33

M18
M36

M14

 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector
 Media
 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders
 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector
 Media
 Vulnerable consumers
 Other stakeholders

Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented.
Campaign prepared and shared w ith partners.
Result + article posted on ASSIST w ebsite
Result printed and exhibited in European Citizen’s Energy Forum
Linked from partner’s corporative w ebsites and social netw orks
Mailing: ongoing
Result + article distributed to all members of National Committees
See national reports.

Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented.

Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented.
General factsheet produced in Italian, English, polish, Spanish,
Finnish and Dutch and shared w ith partners.
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Main ASSIST outputs
D6.2 Dom estic energy
efficiency factsheets
inform ative folder

Leading
partner
Ecoserveis

ACTIONS PROPOSED
posts on social netw orks, mailing and printing.

D6.3 Factsheets
D6.4 Database of FAQ

FK

Upload on project w ebsite and on HEA ICT
communication platform. /Presentation at
events. / Posts on social netw orks. /Mailing.

D6.5 Virtual com m unity
of vulnerable consum ers

D8.2 Project w ebsite

EAPN

Press release /Upload on project w ebsite and on
HEA ICT communication platform. /Presentation
in events / Posts on social netw orks. /Mailing.

 Vulnerable consumers
 Other stakeholders

M12









M35

M15

M36

M6
AISFOR
Ecoserveis

Press release / Social media / mailing
/Presentation in events.
M6

D8.4 Project
com m unication m aterial
D8.7 Conclusive project
presentation for
European/ International
conference
D8.8 Final report on
com m unication activities

Web/ Presentation or distribution at events.

Ecoserveis

Uploaded on project w ebsite and HEA ICT
communication platform. Posts on social
netw orks. /Presentation or distribution at events.
Uploaded on project w ebsite and HEA ICT
communication platform.

To w hom

M13

M36

D7.3 VCSC roundtables
and stakeholders
w orkshops
D7.5 Vulnerable
Consum ers / Energy
Poor Protection
Fram ew ork Paper

Upload on project w ebsite and on HEA ICT
communication platform. /Presentation at
events. / Posts on social netw orks.

When

M34

M36

Vulnerable consumers
Other stakeholders
Vulnerable consumers
Other stakeholders
Energy industrial sector
Vulnerable consumers
Other stakeholders

 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector
 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders
 Media
 Vulnerable consumers
 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector
 Public authorities & EU
 Media
 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders
 Energy industrial sector
 Media
 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders
 Media
 Public authorities & EU
policymakers
 Other stakeholders

ACTIONS EXECUT ED
Published on the w ebsite.
(See national reports for more details).

Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented.
Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented. Discussed
amongst 75 members of each national HEA netw ork, 10 VCSC
members in each National VCSC and selected stakeholders.

Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented.

Launched on time and updated in each language. In constant
updating during the lifespan of the project.

Ongoing dissemination

Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.
Mentioned at events w ere ASSIST w as presented.
Uploaded at the w ebsite. Disseminated through social media.

www.assist2gether.eu
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